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Recent advances in organic semiconductor research have allowed breakthrough 
achievements that have positively impacted humankind. Organic electronics, in 
particular organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), have successfully penetrated mass 
consumer markets in the form of display panels for mobile phones and televisions. 
Typical OLED displays consist of thin films, which are made of small organic 
molecules, sandwiched between two conducting electrodes. These thin films are 
usually fabricated by thermal evaporation, which limits their usefulness in large area 
manufacturing due to poor size-to-cost scaling. The advent of solution processable 
plastic electronics based on polymer organic semiconductors has opened up a new 
space promising low-cost large-area electronics which can be fabricated through 
materials and energy efficient processes such as inkjet printing, spincoating and doctor 
blading. Significant advancement in polymer research has resulted in the development 
of a myriad of polymers with different electronic properties. However, the lack of 
available efficient charge injector/extractor has hindered the performance of polymer 
electronics, in particular, with large bandgap polymers. Hence, the work in this thesis 
focuses on the introduction of doped charge injection/extraction layers concept that 
can be used with polymers with extreme ionization potential or electron affinity. We 
show that our concept of ultrahigh and ultralow workfunction self-compensated p-
doped and n-doped polymers can be use as hole injection or electron injection layers 
for polymers of different energy levels without the problem of doping migration which 
plagues most doped systems with mobile counter-ions. We also show significant 
improvements in charge injection when compared with state-of-the-art hole injection 
layer like poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonic acid) and electron 
injecting layer like Ca metal in diode configurations. Finally, through spectroscopic 
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means, we show that polymer hygroscopicity is an important consideration for future 
generations of ultra workfunction polymers. 
 
In Chapter 2, we present new self-compensated p-doped systems (workfunction > 5.2 
eV) that are compatible with polymers with a wide range of ionization potentials. Co-
polymers based on triarylaminium cores coupled with a fluorene unit with covalently 
attached anions have been developed to achieve self-compensated p-doped systems 
that can be doped through solution processable methods which do not suffer from the 
problem of doping profile scrambling that plagues non-self-compensated systems. The 
self-compensated p-doped polymers were characterized through spectroscopic 
methods such as UV-Visible spectroscopy, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy and 
ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy. Polymer light emitting diodes comprising these 
p-doped polymers showed improved charge injection performance as compared with 
state-of-the-art hole injection layers. 
 
In Chapter 3, we present the first demonstration of successful solution processable 
self-compensated n-doped systems with workfunctions up to 3.0 eV. n-Type 
semiconductors were developed with covalently attached anions which act as both a 
stabilizing group and a counter-balancing ion upon n-doping. Self-compensated n-
doped polymers were sufficiently stable for spectroscopic measurements such as UV-
Visible spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoemission 
spectroscopy and Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy to be carried out. Electron-
only diodes were fabricated to show comparable electron injection with low 
xv 
 
workfunction Ca metal into polymer with shallow lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(2.7 eV). 
 
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate through spectroscopic methods, the direct evidence of 
H2O induced de-doping of self-compensated p-doped triarylaminium-fluorene with 
covalently-attached sulfonate anions. We also show that the instability of self-
compensated p-doped polymer was not simply due to a thermodynamic effect 
governed by polymer workfunctions. In addition, we show through thermogravimetry 
anaylsis that the sulfonate attached p-doped triarylaminium-fluorene polymer is highly 
hygroscopic and readily absorbs moisture even under a low humidity N2 environment. 
Finally, we show that H2O is the main cause of de-doping in self-compensated p-doped 
triarylaminium-fluorene through stability studies in wet nitrogen environment.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Organic semiconductors 
 
Since the early 20th century, scientific research in organic electronics has grown 
exponentially and attracted significant interests from both academia and industrial 
communities. In the 1970s, Shirakawa et al. showed evidence of electrically conducting 
organic polymers which was a significant milestone in the area.1 This has led to 
intensive research in the area of organic semiconductors (OSCs) with the promise of 
low cost, low temperature processing and flexible electronics in contrast with 
conventional inorganic semiconductor technologies.2 Owing to huge interest in organic 
semiconductors, numerous technological progresses were achieved such as the 
demonstration of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs),3,4 organic thin film transistors 
(OFETs)5,6 and organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs).7 To date, thin OLED displays have 
already been made available to consumers worldwide in the form of mobile electronic 
appliances such as mobile phones, car panel displays and cameras. 
 
OSCs are -conjugated materials comprising primarily of carbon and hydrogen atoms 
occasionally with the inclusion of other elements such as nitrogen, sulphur, oxygen and 
phosphorus. The primary feature of OSCs is the alternating single and double bonds 
that arise from interactions between adjacent -electrons along the molecular 
framework. Carbon atoms in OSCs have sp2-hybridized orbitals with three covalent σ-
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bonds parallel to and pz orbitals perpendicular to the molecular plane.8 These pz 
orbitals can overlap with adjacent pz orbitals to produce  bonding and * antibonding 
molecular orbitals with smaller band gaps as compared to σ bonding and anti-bonding 
orbitals. The overlapping filled  orbitals form the valence orbitals whilst the empty 
overlapping * orbitals form the conduction orbitals. As the molecule becomes larger, 
the  orbital conjugation is extended along the molecule to form a  system with 
delocalized -electrons. As a result, the energy level of the highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) raises while the energy level of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) decreases compared to a lone  molecular orbital as seen in Figure 1.1. The 
non-zero energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO gives rise to the semiconducting 
nature of conjugated systems. By tuning the energy gap through altering of molecular 
structure such as aromatic backbone and substituent groups, electronic properties of 
an OSC can be tailored to achieve targeted luminescence or increase charge mobility.  
 
OSCs are broadly classified into small molecules, oligomers and polymers. Small 
molecules such as perylene and pentacene are mostly deposited through vacuum 
techniques. Vacuum deposition increases the cost of production and limits the 
scalability for manufacturing by virtue of the need for shadow masks for patterning. 
However, there are attempts at structural modification to make solution processable 
variants. Oligomers, on the other hand, incorporate alkyl side-chains or terminal chains 
to impart better solubility, allowing for solution processability9 in addition to vacuum 
deposition techniques. Solution-processable oligomers appear to have better 
processability as a result of higher solubility, lower viscosity and higher purity as 
compared to polymers. However, some oligomers have the tendency to form large 
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crystals overtime unless their glass transition temperature far exceeds room 
temperature.10 This may lead to undesirable sample or device variations across 
different batches resulting in poor control of their optoelectronic properties. Polymers 
such as poly(3-alkylthiophene), poly(9-9dialkylfluorene) and poly(p-phenylenevinylene) 
and various other co-polymers are able to form smooth films that are stable overtime 
and can be processed from a variety of solution deposition methods such as spin-
coating, inkjet printing, doctor blading and other forms of printing techniques onto a 
wide variety of large area substrates such as glass and flexible plastic sheets. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Effect of conjugation on bandgaps. Overlapping pz orbitals leading to splitting of 
energy levels. As conjugation increases, energy gap, Eg, between HOMO and LUMO orbitals 
















1.2 Synthesis of polymers: Suzuki polycondensation 
 
There are several methods for synthesis of polymers and Suzuki cross-
polycondensation11,12 reaction is one of the most widely used method. In Suzuki cross 
coupling, palladium catalyst is used to catalyze C-C bonds formation between an aryl 
halide and an aryl boronic acid or ester compound in presence of a base. A general 
reaction can be written as follows: 
        Pd(0) 
X-R1 + R2-B   R1-R2 
 
Where R1 is a monomer with end groups attached to a halide, X and R2 is a monomer 
with end groups attached to a boronic ester, B. A base is needed to activate the 
boronic group allowing for the two monomers to be linked together with palladium 
catalyst. A Pd(0) species is used as an active centre with high steric, electron rich 
ligands13,14 such as triphenylphosphine to improve Pd(0) catalytic activity. 
 
 

























A general catalytic cycle for Suzuki cross coupling starts with oxidative addition of Ar-
Br into Pd(0) to form a planar trans-conformation molecule Ar-Pd(II)-X. Next, a base 
activates the boronic ester and the Pd(II) complex resulting in a transmetalation 
process in which Ar' is substituted into the Pd(II) complex to give Ar-Pd(II)-Ar''. This is 
followed by a change in conformation from trans to cis. Finally, a reductive elimination 
gives the product, Ar-Ar' and regenerates Pd(0) catalyst for further reactions. 
 
Suzuki polycondensation is adopted directly from Suzuki cross coupling with similar 
reagents and conditions but differing monomers.15 In Suzuki polycondensation, 
polymers are synthesized via repeated cross coupling between bi-functional 
monomers. There are two main strategies to obtain targeted polymers described as the 
AA/BB or the AB approach as shown in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 AA/BB and AB approach in Suzuki polycondensation reactions. Circles represent 




In the AA/BB approach, polymers are synthesized with two monomers with different 
functional groups such as bromide and boronic ester. This approach requires strict 
control of stoichiometric ratios between the two monomers to achieve high molecular 
weight polymers.16 A slight mismatch at 0.01% would result in starvation of one of the 
monomers resulting in an abrupt halt in the polymerization reaction. However, such 
approach has the advantage of simpler monomer synthesis and the possibility of 
alternating cross coupling of two different monomers for example benzene and 
fluorene alternating polymers. Such method is ideal for synthesizing co-polymers but 
not advantageous for homo-polymers due to extra effort needed in preparation of two 
variation of the same monomer (i.e. a bromo-end monomer and a boroester-end 
monomer). 
 
In the AB approach, monomers are synthesized with two functional groups on the 
same molecule. Through this approach, stoichiometric ratios no longer play a role in 
determining the quality of a polymer. However, it is tedious to synthesize a bi-functional 
molecule due to the need to control attachment of specific functional groups on desired 
location. Any impurities may be hard to purify and could result in undesired chain ends 
during polymerization. In addition, only random polymerization between different 
monomers can be achieved. This limits the effectiveness of the AB approach in 







1.3 Doping in organic semiconductors 
 
Conjugated polymers have poor conductivities due to their large bandgap (> 1.5 eV). 
These large bandgaps prevent spontaneous excitation of electrons into the conduction 
band. However, when charges (electrons or holes) are introduced into an OSC, its 
conductivity increases significantly and the material becomes a conductor.17 This is an 
important property in OSCs responsible for important applications in photovoltaic,18-20 
light-emitting diodes21,22 and transistors.23,24 There are several ways of introducing 
charges into OSCs such as the direct injection of electrons from electrodes, the 
absorption of light to ionize the molecule and by charge transfer through doping with 
electron donors or acceptors. 
 
Doping in OSCs is quite different from doping in inorganic semiconductors. Doping in 
inorganic semiconductors involves the addition of a small amount of holes in the 
valence band or a small amount of electrons in the conduction band resulting in a 
mildly charged layer. This is achieved through the incorporation of lower/higher 
valence elements such as gallium or phosphorus into silicon. A small concentration of 
dopant (at the ppm level) is sufficient to achieve doping in inorganic materials. In 
OSCs, doping involves the use of an oxidizing or a reducing agent to transfer electrons 
or create holes and essentially oxidize or reduce the target compound. These charges 
are accompanied by counter-balancing ions, usually the oxidized or reduced agent. As 
a result, doped OSCs are neutral organic "salts" instead of the free charge species in 
doped inorganic semiconductors. A larger amount of dopant (at percent level) is 




OSCs generally have much lower mobility. As such, there is a need to increase the 
amount of carriers to improve conductivity. Through doping, their conductivities can be 
increased by some orders of magnitude25. Doping increases carrier density and 
creates a space charge layer to improve charge injection during device operations. 
Hence, a stable doping methodology is sought after in order to achieve improved 
efficiencies in organic devices. 
 
Although p-doping has been successfully demonstrated in the broad range of literature 
available, the prospect of a stable n-doped system still remain scarce due to the 
intrinsic instability of n-dopants and carboanions. In addition, the integration of doped 
layers into devices has proved to be challenging due to the need for orthogonal solvent 
processability. Hence, there is a need to look for alternatives that are able to provide a 
stable doped system of orthogonal solubility especially for organic devices 
incorporating deep ionization potential (Ip) materials 
 
1.4 Polymer light emitting diodes  
 
The first demonstration of polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) by Burroughes et al.3 
garnered interest in the field of polymeric OSC devices due to the possibilities of 
fabricating OSC devices through simple solution processable methods such as spin-
coating and large area processing such inkjet printing. These processing options open 
up large scale manufacturing of large area energy efficient solid state lighting panels 
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and emissive displays. Key advantages of polymeric OSCs are the low cost and 
environmentally friendly fabrication process. Polymer films can be formed without the 
need for high temperature and vacuum techniques as compared to the fabrication of 
inorganic electronics. In addition, solvents used during manufacturing can be purified 
and recycled for further uses.  
 
The earliest PLEDs typically consist of a light emitting polymer (LEP) sandwiched 
between two electrodes, one of which is transparent such as indium tin oxide (ITO). 
The layers can be fabricated on various substrates such as glass, silicon and flexible 
plastic foils. However, the efficiencies and electroluminescent characteristics were low 
as compared to other light emitting diodes. In order to improve the performance of 
PLEDs, multi-layered devices incorporating additional layers such as a hole-
transporting layer (HTL) or an electron-blocking layer (EBL) were fabricated. Figure 1.4 
shows the cross-section of a typical bi-layer PLED. 
 
 




During device operation, holes are injected from the anode into the HOMO of the light-
emitting polymer whilst electrons are injected from the cathode into the LUMO as 
illustrated in Figure 1.5. 
 
Figure 1.5 Operation schematics of a LED 
 
ITO is a commonly used material for anode in OLEDs due to its properties such as 
being transparency and having a suitable workfunction for hole-injection into LEPs. 
However, ITO does not have a well-defined workfunction which could vary between 4.5 
eV to 4.9 eV depending on its pre-treatment. In addition, ITO deposited through 
sputtering gives a rough film with mean roughness of 3 nm which could lead to variable 
thicknesses when spinning an active polymer overlayer.  
 
On n-contacts, metals with low workfunction such as Ca, Ba or LiF/Al are commonly 
used as cathodes. These metal films are deposited onto polymer thin-films via thermal 
evaporation to give a film with a smooth finish allowing light rays emitted from LEPs 
towards the metal cathode to be reflected back towards the transparent ITO anode. 






e Electron injection barrier
h hole injection barrier
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metal workfunction should align towards the LUMO of the LEP so as to lower the 
electron injection barrier for more efficient electron injection. 
 
Holes and electrons injected into the HOMO and LUMO of the LEP recombine to give 
light. The wavelength of emission is determined by the -* gap which is in turn 
controlled by the chemical structure of the LEP. Typically, for green emission the 
energy gap needs to be around 2.25 eV; for blue emission, around 2.85 eV; for red 
emission, around 2.00 eV. For white-light emission, a combination of three or more 
emitters typically a mix of blue, red and green emitters which results in the formation of  
a broadband spectrum that appears white to the eye. The main challenge in white-light 
emission is the control of energy transfer between the emitters in order to achieve 
accurate colour balance and stability in order to achieve a continuous broadband 
spectrum. 
 
1.5 Charge injection (extraction) in organic semiconductor devices 
 
Optimal charge injection (i.e. space-charge-limited-current) into the polymer active 
layer is important to achieve better efficiencies in organic devices. The main cause of 
poor injection characteristics in electronic devices is resultant from the formation of 
large charge injection barrier arising from energy level mismatch between the 
workfunction of an electrode and the HOMO or LUMO levels in the active polymer. For 
example, ITO has a workfunction of between 4.5 eV to 4.9 eV while the HOMO of a 
common polymer light emitting layer such as poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-
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benzothiadiazole (F8BT) is around 5.9 eV. An injection barrier of around 1 to 1.4 eV 
will result in inefficient hole injection.  
 
The introduction of an interlayer can to help lower injection barriers between electrodes 
and polymer active layer. In the case of hole injection, the interlayer should have a 
HOMO level that is deeper than the workfunction of an anode and close to the HOMO 
of the polymer active layer, while in the case of electron injection, the LUMO of the 
interlayer should be lower the workfunction of the cathode and close to the LUMO of 
the polymer active layer. There are many interlayers reported in the literature for hole 
and electron injections.  
 
1.5.1 Anode interlayers 
 
Anode buffer layers can be classified broadly as small molecule buffer layers, polymer 
buffer layers, metal oxides, chemically modified anodes and doped polymers. Both 
small molecule buffer layers and polymer buffer layers rely on graded charge injection 
mechanism to improve overall charge injection in organic devices. As shown in Figure 
1.6, holes and electrons are injected into the polymer layers through smaller energy 
steps to avoid the large potential gradient from ITO to LEP. Examples for small 
molecules include the use of copper phthalocyanine,26 and a family of triphenylamines 
such as triphenyldiamine and tricarbizoletriamine27, while polymer layers includes 
triphenylamine-based conjugated polyelectrolytes28 and multilayer polyelectrolyte 
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assemblies.29 However, in essence, such methodology do not result in ohmic contacts 
hence optimal charge injection is not achieved. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Operation schematics of a LED with graded injection 
 
Metal oxides are another class of materials used as hole injection layers. This class of 
materials tend to have high vacuum workfunctions of more than 6 eV. Metal oxides are 
processed commonly from vacuum deposition techniques. There are some work on 
solution processable metal oxides however such processing methods usually result in 
lower workfunctions.30 The most widely used metal oxide is molybdenum trioxide, 
MoO3. MoO3 has a high vacuum workfunction of around 6.9 eV31 and can be 
processed by both vacuum and solution32 deposition methods making it suitable for 
different fabrication processes. In addition to lower workfunction in solution-processed 
MoO3, in-diffusion of MoO3 into subsequent layers has been observed33. This results 
non-defined interface between MoO3 and OSCs and limited processing options and 










Chemical modification of anodes such as ITO is widely reported in the literature to 
improve charge injection. There are two main types of chemical modification to 
anodes. Covalently linking hole transport materials to electrodes through self-
assembled monolayers increases the mechanical and chemical stability between 
anode and the transport material. Hole transport materials such as triarylamines 
functionalized with silanol34 or phosphonic acid,35 which can undergo condensation 
reactions with hydroxyl groups on the surface of ITO to form siloxane or phosphonate 
linkages. Thiol-functionlized hole transport material can also be used to link hole 
transport materials with gold electrodes through thiol linkages.36 Such injection layers 
are highly sensitive to carbon chain lengths which can result in significant tunnelling 
barrier. The second type of anode modification is through chemical attachment of 
halogens. Halogens such as chlorides can be excited to a radical through UV exposure 
and undergo bond formation with ITO surface.37 By coating ITO surface with halogens, 
the workfunction of ITO can be increased to provide better charge injection. This 
workfunction change is a result of strong induced dipole effects by halogen on ITO due 
to the accumulation of charges between the interface.38 As such, the modification of 
workfunction through dipole effects are non-conducting and cannot achieve ohmic 
contacts.39 
 
p-Doped conducting polymer are the last class of materials used as hole injection layer 
to improve charge injection from anodes. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): 
poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDT:PSSH) is an example of a commercially available p-
doped conducting polymer.40-42 PEDT:PSSH has a workfunction of 5.2 eV43 and as a 
conducting polymer, it pins the workfunction of the metal anode at 5.2 eV thereby 
reducing the injection barrier between the anode contact and the HOMO of the active 
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polymer. This reduces the drive voltages and improves power efficiency and lifetime of 
devices. Other examples include Plexcore® hole injection material S-P3MEETs.44 
Although this methodology directly lowers the injection barrier between anode and 
polymer active layer, deep workfunction doped polymers are scarce. Deep 
workfunction polymers are usually doped with fugitive dopants resulting in mobile 
counter-ions and are hence susceptible to thermodynamic doping profile migration 
throughout the polymer layers. This could result in doping profile scrambling in 
multilayer devices. Both PEDT:PSSH and S-P3MEETs avoid this problem through the 
method of self-doping resulting immobile dopant conjugates. 
 
1.5.2 Cathode interlayers 
 
As compared to anode interlayers, the options for interlayers at the cathode are much 
scarcer. Cathode interlayers require materials with shallow LUMO or workfunction. 
These materials are easily oxidized and are hence not stable under typical ambient 
conditions. 
 
Inorganic salts such as LiF45 and NaF46 are two of the most common cathode 
interlayers. Inorganic salts can be deposited onto organic films via thermal 
evaporation. In particular, LiF is known to be a n-dopant for electron transport materials 
in vast amounts of literatures45,47,48 particularly for organic small molecules like tris(8-
hydroxyquinoline) aluminium. However, migration of LiF in heterostructure devices 
have been observed under prolonged device operations leading to an increase in hole 
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injection barrier when LiF migrates towards the anode which results in doping of the 
device profile.49 
 
Metal oxides have also been used to improve electron injection. Examples of metal 
oxides used as cathode interlayers include TiO2,50 ZnO51 and ZrO2.52 Harsh processing 
conditions are usually needed due to the high sublimation temperatures for such metal 
oxides limiting its use for large scale manufacturing. There is some promising progress 
made over the last few decades to achieve solution processable metal oxides as 
cathode interlayers.53,54 However, n-type metal oxides faces the same problem as its 
p-type counterpart (Described in section 1.5.1). 
 
Workfunction modifying polymers such as polyethylenimine ethoxylated55 (PEIE) and 
poly[9,9′-bis[6′′-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl] fluorene-altco-phenylene]56 have 
been used as a surface modifier for electrodes to improve electron injection. A surface 
dipole is established when these polymers are deposited on the electrodes resulting in 
a lower of effective workfunction. However due to the non-conductive nature of such 
surface modifiers, electron injection are usually enhanced through electron tunnelling. 
Hence, film thickness plays a crucial role in determining the effectiveness of electron 
injection. This could result in huge variance in performance in different batches of 
devices. Prior studies on PEIE from our group have found that the apparent 
improvement in electron injection conferred by PEIE is transient.57 Charge injection 
improves during repeated device runs but gradually reverts back to the original state 
after equilibrating device in nitrogen environment for several hours. Preliminary results 
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indicates the presence of reversible hydride transfer occurring during reverse bias 
cycles.  
 
n-Doped polymers are the final class of interlayers used to achieve improved electron 
injection at the cathode interface. However, due to the inherent instability of 
carbanions,58 the use of n-doped polymers as electron injection layers59,60 are relatively 
scarce compare to the other interlayers. In addition, these polymers are doped with 
highly reactive alkali metals and its derivatives such as sodium and sodium 
naphthalenide, and as such, the n-doped states are stabilized by small metal cations 
such as Na+. The possible migration of Na+ in organic semiconductor films result in 
instability in polymer doping profile. However, the prospect of a stable conducting n-
doped polymer as electron injection layer is still of great importance in achieving stable 
OSC devices by avoiding the use of low workfunction metals. 
 
1.6 Doped injection (extraction) layers in organic semiconductor devices 
 
Improving charge injection in organic semiconductor devices is key to improving device 
performance and stability through better power efficiency. In order to improve charge 
injection, the injection barrier between the transport layer and the semiconductor must 
be lowered to facilitate maximum space-charge-limited-current (SCLC) injection at 




On top of improving charge injection, stable electronic devices can be achieved 
through the use of deep Ip materials such as poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) and F8BT. By 
shifting the Ip and EA of a light emitting polymer down, a lower workfunction metal can 
be used to achieve ohmic electron injection, resulting in improved device stability. In 
addition, deep Ip materials are of great interest for blue emitting polymer for light 
emitting diodes. However, achieving SCLC injection into deep Ip materials is still a 
poses a significant challenge due to a lack of available charge injector options in 
particular at the p-contact. 
 
Unlike hole or electron transport layers which provides a conductive pathway to 
facilitate charge transport towards adjacent layers, hole or electron injection layer are 
incorporated to facilitate the injection of charges into a organic semiconductor by 
lowering the injection barriers as seen in Figure 1.5. As a widely used universal hole 
injecting layer, PEDT:PSSH is able to inject efficiently into mid-level OSCs with HOMO 
around 5.2 eV. However, with a workfunction of 5.2 eV, PEDT:PSSH is unable to inject 
holes into modern OSCs with deeper HOMOs. To effectively take advantage of the 
electronic properties of deep HOMO OSCs, new hole injection materials have to be 
developed. 
 
Device performances are typically improved by fabricating multilayer devices which 
incorporate polymers that serve a multitude of functions such as hole or electron 
blocking, transport or injection. However, multilayer fabrication is non-trivial due to the 
erosion of underlying polymer during the solution deposition of a polymer overlayer 
which exhibits similar solubility to the underlying polymer. Polyelectrolytes as transport 
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layers with orthogonal solubility have been used by several groups to improve device 
performance.56,61 Shi et al. have make use of an anionic polyelectrolyte, poly[9,9-bis(4′-
sulfonatobutyl)fluorene-alt-N-(p-trifluoromethyl)phenyl-4,4′-diphenylamine]sodium salt 
(PFT-CF3), as a hole transport layer with good electron blocking capabilities61. PFT-
CF3 has a HOMO level between that of the metal electrode and HOMO of light 
emitting polymer, hence is able to facilitate device improvements through graded 
injection.  
 
However, current alternatives for PEDT:PSSH such as metal oxides and 
polyelectrolytes have their limitations. Polyelectrolytes are intrinsically non-conducting 
hence are incapable of achieving ohmic contacts. Furthermore, polyelectrolyte films 
have to be kept thin (< 5 nm) to minimise tunnelling barrier formation. Ultrathin films 
also face the issue of non-uniformity. While metal oxides are known to have deep 
workfunctions and are capable of achieving ohmic injections into deep HOMO 
materials, solution processable metal oxides remain scarce with unknown stability and 
lower workfunctions while conventional metal oxides requires vacuum deposition thus 
limiting large scale manufacturing effectiveness for metal oxides. In addition the need 
to avoid solvent and ambient elements restrict the usage of conventional metal oxides 
to inverted device architectures. As such, there is a need to design new solution 
processable conducting polymers with deep workfunctions as keys to achieving 





1.7 Thermodynamic stability of doped conducting polymers 
 
Key challenges of doped systems are their ambient and thermal stability. 
Thermodynamic consideration is one way to design and achieve stable doped 
polymers. Some of the redox couples involving H2O and O2 that are relevant to the 
thermodynamic stability of doped polymer are O2 /O2– (E° = -0.33 V, where E° is the 
standard electrode potential at 25 °C), H2O/H2 (E° = 0 V), O2 /H2O2 (E° = 0.7 V), O2 
/H2O (E° = 1.23 V) and H2O2 /H2O (E° = 1.76 V). These potentials can be converted to 
vacuum scale by adding 4.44 eV.62 In ambient assuming 1 M H2O, H2O2 and 1 bar O2, 
these potentials correspond to the vacuum values shown in Figure 1.7. Such a plot 
reveals that electrodes with workfunction ≥ 5.3 eV would be able to oxidize bulk neutral 
H2O to O2, while one with workfunction ≤ 4.0 eV would be able to reduce bulk neutral 
H2O to H2. In addition, electrodes with workfunction ≤ 4.15 eV are able to reduce O2 to 
O2, thus n-doped polymers are susceptible to O2 de-doping, which explains why n-
doped polymers are not as widely report as its p-doped counterpart. Through these 
considerations, we denote ultrahigh workfunctions as workfunctions exceeding 5.3 eV 
and ultralow workfunctions as workfunctions below 4.15 eV. From these 
considerations, we observe that systems in aqueous environment limits the stability of  
ultra workfunction materials. Therefore, it is essential to move away from aqueous 
systems, which are systems used for PEDT:PSSH and S-P3MEETS, in order to 





Figure 1.7 Absolute electrode potential energy diagram for oxidation and reduction of water. 
Values are based on potentials of oxidation and reduction of water with respect to standard 
hydrogen electrode potentials at 298K. Conversion: Standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) 
corresponds to 4.44±0.02 eV. Values are calculated assuming aqueous systems with 1 bar O2, 
H2, 1 M H2O2, 1 M H2O 
 
Fortunately, the likely presence of overpotentials on the oxidation and reduction of 
H2O, owing to the need of energy input in facilitating bond breaking or formation, opens 
up the possibility of kinetic stability to ultra workfunction materials. In addition, changes 
in solvent systems, which results in the change in pKa, would essentially shift the 
energy required for oxidation or reduction of H2O and O2 allowing for a bigger window 
of stability. Hence, kinetic considerations, such as charge stabilization, and polymer 
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Chapter 2. Ultrahigh workfunction self-compensated p-doped 
polymers for high performance semiconducting devices 
 
Despite advancements in the development of high-performance organic 
semiconductors (OSCs) in the past decades, little has been reported on the 
development of degenerately p-doped solution-processable polymer OSCs beyond the 
commercially available thiophene-based p-doped systems such as poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDT:PSSH), and more recently 
sulfonated poly(thiophene-3-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-2,5-diyl): poly(4-
hydroxystyrene) (S-P3MEET:PHOST). In this Chapter, we demonstrate a versatile 
approach of self-compensated p-doped polymer OSCs based on covalently-bonded 
counter-balancing anions suitable for use as advanced hole-injection layers in organic 
semiconductor devices. This approach overcomes the challenges of doping profile 
migration through counter-ion immobilisation. By designing the conjugated backbone 
with triarylamine-fluorene copolymer, p-doped polymer OSCs with workfunction up to 
of 5.7 eV is achieved with sufficient air and thermal stability to afford a useful 
processing window for device application. We show improved charge injection 
characteristic by our self-compensated p-doped OSC as compared to PEDT:PSSH for 
middle- and deep-Ip OSC. These results open the way to the general development of 





2.1 Introduction  
 
Achieving ohmic contact is key to maximizing the power efficiency of organic 
semiconductor (OSC) devices, including organic light-emitting diodes (OLED), field-
effect transistors (OFET) and solar cells, and improving their operational stability. Such 
contacts are able to furnish a sufficiently large charge carrier density of the order of a 
few 1011 cm–2 1,2 to the adjacent semiconductor to reach the space-charge-limited 
current (SCLC) without incurring a macroscopic electric field at the contact. A well-
perceived way to achieve ohmic contacts is to use electrodes with Fermi level (EF) 
well-matched to the transport levels of the semiconductor to reduce the thermodynamic 
barrier for carrier injection. The contact also needs to be able to provide sufficiently fast 
carrier injection to maintain the contact carrier density to supply SCLC.  
 
Significant advances have taken place recently in evaporated molecular OSC devices 
primarily through the development of p–i–n doped heterostructures to provide for 
doped OSC transport layers which are electrically conductive.3-6 For these molecular 
OSCs such as BPhen and m-MTDATA, doping is readily achieved by co-evaporation 
of the dopant with the transport layer for the passivation of traps.6-10 For the doping of 
injection layers for use as contacts in devices, a relatively high doping level is required 
to shift the workfunction of the OSC to the band edge. For solution-processed polymer 
OSCs, there are additional challenges that arise from the re-dissolution of the polymer 
underlayer when the overlayer is deposited. This typically occurs when both polymer 
underlayer and overlayer are soluble in the same solvent systems. In addition there is 
a need to immobilize the desired doped heterostructure profile and prevent 
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thermodynamic doping transfer between polymer interlayers. Thus while bulk chemical 
doping is known for both polarities,11-15 and has been implemented in device 
structures, such as in p-doped polymer distributed Bragg reflectors for microcavity 
LEDs,16 and p–i–n polymer OLED,17 the general fabrication of more complex polymer 
device structures with controlled doping and workfunction remains elusive.    
 
2.1.1 State-of-the-art p-doped conducting polymers 
 
Commercially available p-doped polymer OSCs such as poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDT:PSSH, Figure 2.1),18,19 and 
more recently sulfonated poly(thiophene-3-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]-2,5-diyl): 
poly(4-hydroxystyrene) (S-P3MEET:PHOST, Figure 2.1)20,21 have vacuum 
workfunction, vac, of around 5.0 – 5.2 eV and are commonly used as hole injection 
layers (HILs) in OSC devices. The success of these HILs has to a large extent 
hampered the development of other p-doped OSCs. With the current effort to migrate 
towards OSCs with deeper Ip for better stability and easier electron injection for light-
emitting and transistor applications and for larger built-in potential (Vbi) for solar cell 
application, it is a pressing goal to develop better hole injectors with vac > 5.2 eV to 
make ohmic hole contact to these OSCs. 
 
Recently, it has been reported that perfluorinated ionomers (PFIs) can be blended into 
these HILs to increase their vac beyond 5.2 eV.22-24 These modified HILs exhibit a 
molecularly-thin PFI overlayer which sets up a surface dipole that provides the higher 
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workfunction but produces a higher contact resistance, and a lower equilibrium density 
of holes at the semiconductor interface and thus are of limited unity to make ohmic 
contacts in device applications.25 This insight is also relevant to other interface 
engineering approaches based on self-assembled monolayers,26-28 conjugated 
polyelectrolytes,29,30 and amine-functionalized dielectric polymers.31 Such insulating 
dipolar layers appear to enhance hole injection in the presence of opposite carriers, 
which is reminiscent of the use of an ultrathin self-assembled polyelectrolyte 
monolayer32 or crosslinked polymer OSC layer33 to block electron leakage in devices. 
Furthermore some of these dipolar layers are proton sources which can result in 
electrochemistry during device operations34. 
 
Degenerately doped contacts however have been shown to impose the desired large 
charge-carrier density at the semiconductor interface for ohmic contacts even at 
relatively shallow pinning depths.17 Thus, a general method to make degenerately-
doped contacts beyond thiophene, not based on dipolar insulating surface layer, is 
needed to achieve ultrahigh workfunctions.  
 
2.1.2 p-Doping of polymers 
 
p-Doping of OSC involves the use of an oxidizing reagent that removes an electron 
and creates positive charges on the polymer. These positive charges are balanced by 
an extra counter charge (i.e. a negative charge) to form a neutral compound. In most 
cases, the counter-balancing anions are free ions from the original oxidizing reagent35 
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or negative charges form during the redox process11,36 between dopant and OSC. In 
such cases, the free counter-balancing charges can undergo charge migration during 
device processing especially during steps that involves solvent processing, and also 
from electrical stress during device operation. Although many experimental doped 
polymers are known, the key challenges to develop a general scheme to realize 
extreme workfunctions in solution-processed thin films with built-in resilience to doping 
profile migration have yet to be reported.  
 
Several strategies have been made to achieve doped polymer however each of them 
has their own limitations. The most common way of p-doping semiconductors are 
through the use of strong fugitive dopants such as 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-2,5-
cyclohexadiene-1,4-diylidene)dimalononitrile, 7,7,8,8-Tetracyano-2,3,5,6-
tetrafluoroquinodimethane, F4-TCNQ37,38 and nitrosonium hexafluoroantimonate, 
NOSbF635. However, the use of such fugitive dopants usually suffers from extensive 
dopant diffusions resulting in doping profile instability. In addition as shown later in this 
chapter, high workfunction p-doped polymers created by fugitive dopant cannot be 
used with lower Ip materials due to doping transfer from the p-doped polymer to the 
polymer active layer which is detrimental to device operations. 
 
Another way of achieving stable doped polymers is through the use of big immobile 
counter-balancing ions such as polystyrenesulfonic acid (PSSH) in poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PEDT:PSSH) . PEDT:PSSH is 
synthesized through oxidative chemical polymerization in presence of an aqueous 
polyelectrolyte PSS- with an oxidizing agent Na2S2O839. During polymerization, PEDT 
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undergoes p-doping and is counter-balanced by PSS- to produce PEDT:PSSH. By 
using PSS- as the counter balancing ion, it avoids the problem of dopant migration 
allowing it to be used with a wide range of active polymers. Studies have revealed that 
PEDT:PSSH can undergo a de-doping process due to electron trapping by PSS- at the 
cathode interface34. In addition, PEDT:PSSH has a workfunction of 5.2 eV resulting in 
inefficient hole injection into deep Ip active polymers. 
 
Finally, the last strategy to achieve stable doped polymer is by direct derivation of 
dopant onto the polymer. An example of such polymer is S-P3MEET developed by 
Plexcore®40. In this concept, the dopant, such as sulfonic acid, is covalently bonded to 
the doped polymer either directly or through a spacer. Through this methodology, the 
dopant can direct impart a charge onto the polymer while acting as a resultant counter-
ion. These system are generally stable and do not suffer from dopant migration or 
evaporation. Polymer such as alkylsulfonated polyaniline is known to have improved 
thermal stability of up to 260 °C.41 However, there are currently no known options for 
deep workfunction self-doped polymers owing to the constrains of typical weak p-
dopants that can be functionalised onto the target polymer. 
 
Although doped conjugated polyelectrolytes have been demonstrated some time 
ago42,43 as an alternative mechanism for charge balance, their potential to impact 
stability to the doping profile through rigorous removal of free ions and to reach 
extreme workfunctions has not been realized. The separation of the doping and self-
compensation steps on appropriate deep Ip materials enables extremely powerful 




2.1.3 New concept based on self-compensated p-doped polymers 
 
To achieve ultrahigh workfunction self-compensated p-doped polymers, triarylaminium 
core was chosen as the basis. Triarylamine cores have tuneable Ip over a wide range 
depending on substitution on the pendant rings and can give different workfunctions. 
Triarylaminiums are also air-stable. Recently it has been reported that triarylamine-alt-
fluorene copolymers can be p-doped to give workfunctions of up to 6.1 eV.44 These p-
doped polymers with mobile counter-anions however suffer from instability of the p-
doped state due to doping migration to the adjacent OSC when Ip of the OSC is 
shallower than the workfunction of the HIL.  
 
Here we show that stable solution-processable self-compensated p-doped polymer 
OSCs with ultrahigh workfunctions can be achieved. The p-dopable precursor polymer 
OSCs are designed with covalently-bonded anions and triarylamine cores. This design 
allows strong dopants to be used to enforce doping to access a wide range of vac. 
Upon doping with an oxidant, the polymer acquires a hole on the polymer backbone 
that is counterbalanced by the covalently-bonded anionic group. Self-compensation is 
subsequently achieved by removal of mobile spectator ions. This self-compensation 
stabilizes the dope state and prevents the degradation of the dopant-profile during 
subsequent device and film processing. This is fundamentally different from self-doped 
polymer where the dopant is functionalized onto the polymer and overcomes the key 
limitation of a self-doped polymer system in which the dopant, often an acid group is 
first functionalized onto the polymer which restricts the donor strength available and 
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hence the ultimate workfunction.20,21,43,45 As a consequence, it is now possible to 
develop high-performance heterostructures and advanced device architecture with an 







2.2.1 Materials   
PEDT:PSSH was obtained from Heraeus Precious Metals GmbH (Clevios P VP Al 
4083) as a 1: 6 w/w (weight/ weight) material and dialyzed with 1 M HCl solution using 
a 12 kD molecular weight cut-off membrane and purified against Millipore water before 
use. PFOP, TFB, OC1C10-ppv (OPPV) were obtained from Cambridge Display 
Technology/ Sumitomo Chemical Company and used as received. Molybdenum oxide 
was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. Tris(p-
bromophenyl)aminium hexachloroantimonate (TPASbCl6) and nitrosonium 
hexafluoroantimonate (NOSbF6) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used as 
received. mTFF-F3SO3M (where M= Na, tetramethylammonium, 
tetraphenylphosphonium) was synthesized in-house. Detailed synthesis procedure can 










































































2.2.2 Monomer synthesis 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Synthetic scheme for 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(3’-sulfonatopropyl)fluorene disodium 
(F3SO3Na-diBr) monomer. 
 
Synthesis of 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(3’-sulfonatopropyl)fluorene disodium 
(F3SO3Na-diBr) (Figure 2.2) 
4 g (12 mmol) of 2,7-dibromofluorene and 80 mg (0.25 mmol) of TBAB were added to 
a 250 ml argon-charged round bottom flask. Next, 60 mL of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 
and 8 mL of 50 wt% aqueous sodium hydroxide were added to the reaction mixture. A 
mixture of 3.6 g (29 mmol, 2.4 eq.) of 1,3-propanesultone and 20 mL of DMSO was 
added dropwise to the reaction mixture and was stirred at room temperature for 3 h. 
After which, the mixture was precipitated in 500 mL of acetone, separated by vacuum 
filtration and washed with cold ethanol. The crude product was purified by 
recrystallization twice using H2O and dried under reduced pressure to give a white 
solid, F3SO3Na-diBr. The typical yield obtained was 40%.  
1H NMR (300 MHz, D2O), δ(ppm): 7.68-7.66 (m, 4H, aryl), 7.55-7.52 (d, 2H, aryl), 2.56-




Figure 2.3 Synthetic scheme for N,N-Bis[4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-
yl)phenyl]-(m-trifluoromethyl)aniline (mTPA-diBoroester) monomer. 
 
Synthesis of N,N-Bis[4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)phenyl]-(m-
trifluoromethyl)aniline (mTFA-diBoroester) (Figure 2.3) 
10.15 g (60 mmol) of diphenylamine was added to an argon charged 250 mL 2-neck 
RBF fitted with a reflux condenser. Next, 110 mL of freshly distilled toluene was added 
to the vessel and degassed for 30 min with stirring. After degassing, 10.8 mL (75 
mmol, 1.25 eq.) of 3-iodobenzotrifluoride was added followed by 262.5mg of palladium 
(II) acetate (PdOAc), 773 mg of tri-o-tolylphosphine, and 8.15 g of sodium tert-
butoxide. The mixture was allowed to reflux at 110 °C for 12 h. After the reaction, the 
mixture was filtered through a celite column and the filtrate was concentrated prior to 
purification through a column with 50:1 hexane to ethyl acetate as eluent. The sample 
obtained was further purified though additional column to achieve higher purity. A clear 
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viscous orange oil, mTPA, was obtained at the end of purification. Typical yield was 
90%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.31-7.28 (m, 4H, aryl), 7.26-7.24 (m, 2H), 7.19-
7.17 (m, 2H), 7.11-7.05 (m, 6H). (Appendix, Figure S2.2) 
19F NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 13.2 (s, 3F). (Appendix, Figure S2.3) 
 
To a 500 mL 1-necked argon charged RBF, 17 g (54.3 mmol) of mTPA was dissolved 
in 120 mL of dry dimethylformamide (DMF) and stirred. Next, a solution of 20.3 g (114 
mmol, 2.1 eq.) of NBS in 120 mL dry DMF was added slowly dropwise into the vessel, 
at about 5-7 °C. After 1 h of reaction time, the reaction mixture was precipitated into 2 
L of D.I. water and prior to vacuum filtration. The residues were then dissolved in 
minimal DCM and washed with water six times (6 x 50 mL) and dried with anhydrous 
sodium sulphate. The solvent was concentrated under vacuum and dissolved in 
minimal DCM to be column purified using hexane as eluent. Subsequently, the solvent 
was removed under vacuum and the crude product was then crystallized at low 
temperature (~5 °C) to give a pale orange coloured solid, mTPA-diBoroester. Typical 
crude yield was about 80%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.42-7.36 (m, 4H), 7.35-7.32 (d, 1H), 7.26-7.24 
(m, 2H), 7.20-7.17 (d, 1H), 6.97-6.92 (m, 4H). (Appendix, Figure S2.4) 




9.00 g (19.10 mmol) of mTPA-diBr was added into a 250 mL 1-neck argon charged 
vessel. After which, 120 mL of freshly distilled anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) was 
added and the solution was cooled to -78 °C. Subsequently, n-Butylithium solution (2.0 
M in cyclohexane, 20.1 mL, 40.1 mmol, 2.1 eq.) was added dropwise and allowed to 
react for 2 h at -78 °C. Next, maintaining at the same temperature, 26.4 mL (128.9 
mmol, 6.7 eq.) of 2-isopropoxy-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane was added 
quickly into the mixture and stirred at -78 °C for another 2 h before slowly warming up 
to room temperature. Stirring was then continued for 10 h. After which, 70 mL of 
distilled water was added and THF was removed under vacuum. Extraction was 
performed using 3x100 mL of DCM and the organic extract was then dried over 
anhydrous sodium sulphate overnight. After which, the dried solvent was removed 
under vacuum. Subsequently, column purification was carried out using hexane (1st 
fraction discarded) followed by using ethyl acetate/DCM (2nd fraction collected). 
Solvent was then removed under vacuum and minimal hexane was used to dissolve 
the crude product to allow crystallization at low temperature (~5 °C, overnight). Finally, 
the resulting crude product was recrystallized from hexane–ethyl acetate (20:1 v/v) to 
give a white solid. Typical yield was 37%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.72-7.69 (d, J = 8.46 Hz, 4H), 7.36-7.31 (t, J = 
7.77, 7.77 Hz, 2H), 7.26-7.22 (m, 2H), 7.07-7.05 (d, J = 8.47 Hz, 4H), 1.33 (s, 24H). 
(Appendix, Figure S2.6) 





2.2.3 Polymer synthesis 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Synthetic route for p-type poly [9,9-bis(3’-sulfonatopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-
methyl)phenyl-4,4’-diphenylamine] sodium salt mTFF-F3SO3Na polymer. 
 
Synthesis of Poly[9,9-bis(3’-sulfonatopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-
methyl)phenyl-4,4’-diphenylamine] sodium salt (mTFF-F3SO3Na) (Figure S2.4) 
To a 250 mL 3-neck RBF, 0.6229 g (0.9868 mmol) of F3SO3Na-diBr, 0.5878 g (0.9868 
mmol) of mTFA-diBoroester, 0.9888g (9.33 mmol) of Na2CO3, 47 mL of distilled water, 
32 mL of DMF and 15 mL of THF were added. The reaction was degassed with 
stirring. Next, 6.7 mg (3 mol%) of Pd(OAc)2 dissolved in degassed THF was added to 
the reaction mixture and allowed to react for 24 h at 85–90 °C. After which, the mixture 
was cooled to room temperature and precipitated in acetone (5 times THF used in 
reaction). Excess solvent was decanted and remaining precipitate was collected via 
centrifugation in acetone for 5 repetitions. The precipitate was then re-dissolved in 
minimum DMSO, filtered to remove impurities, and dialyzed using a membrane with 
12000 cut-off. Finally, the water was removed under vacuum and the final product was 
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dried under reduced pressure to yield an off-yellow solid, mTFF-F3SO3Na. Yield 
obtained was 13%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.93-7.88 (m, 2H), 7.83-7.63 (m, 8H), 7.58-7.53 
(m, 1H), 7.45-7.36 (m, 3H), 7.26-7.19 (m, 4H), 2.21-2.14 (b, 8H), 0.89 (b, 4H). 
(Appendix, Figure S2.8) 
GPC: Mn = 22 kDa, Mw = 52 kDa, PDI = 2.3 
 
2.2.4 Doping methodology  
 
 
Figure 2.5 Schematic of solution-state and film-state doping methodologies to obtain self-
compensated p- or n-doped polymer films. 
 
Film-state doping. mTFF-F3SO3Na films were deposited from a methanol solution to 
give 5-50 nm films on the required substrates. The films were annealed at 220 °C 
(hotplate) for 15 min in N2 prior to contacting with 0.8 –3 mM p-dopant in acetonitrile 




















impurities were subsequently removed by an ACN spin-wash step. Solution-state 
doping. mTFF-F3SO3Na, was added to propylene carbonate (PC) to make a 30 mM 
mixture. 2 eq TPASbCl6 (60 mM in PC) was added to dope the polymer. The doped 
polymer was precipitated with diethyl ether and re-dissolved in PC to make a doped 
solution of self-compensated p-mTFF-F3SO3Na.  
 
2.2.5 Ultraviolet and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy   
 
Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) was performed using He I radiation 
(21.21 eV) in a VG ESCALab Mk-II spectrometer operated at base pressure of 1 × 10-9 
mbar. A sample bias of -10.00 V was applied to collect all the photoemission. 10-20-
nm thick films were prepared on Au-coated Si substrates in the N2 glovebox (pH2O, 
pO2 < 1ppm) and transferred in N2 chamber to the loading chamber without exposure 
to air. The vac is determined from photoelectron kinetic energy at the EF (KEEF) and at 
the low-energy cut-off energy (KELECO): vac = KELECO + h- KEEF, where h is the 
photon energy (21.21 eV). 
 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the same films as the UPS, 
after UPS, using MgK X-ray (1253.6 eV), respectively, on VG ESCALab Mk-II 
spectrometer, at 90° acceptance angles (with respect to the analyzer). All spectra have 
been corrected using linear backgrounds. The integration of these spectra after 
correction with the empirical sensitivity factors provides the atomic stoichiometry 




2.2.6 Device fabrication and characterization   
 
Diodes  
Control devices with PEDT:PSSH HIL were fabricated by spin coating PEDT:PSSH 
solution, in ambient, on O2-plasma cleaned ITO substrates to attain 45-nm-thick films. 
The PEDT:PSSH solutions were pre-filtered through a 0.45- m nylon syringe filters. 
The films were annealed at 140 °C (hotplate) for 10 min in glovebox. Doped mTFF-
F3SO3Na HIL was prepared by film-state doping following the procedure above to give 
30-nm-thick films. PFOP and TFB were spin-coated from toluene solution over the 
HILs in the glovebox to give 140 and 170 nm-thick films respectively. 10-nm-thick 
MoO3 (Sigma Aldrich) followed by 120-nm-thick Al or Ag were thermally evaporated 
through a shadow mask at a base pressure of 10-7 Torr to give the cathode for eight 
4.3 mm2 pixels on each substrate. The current-voltage characteristics were collected 
on a probe station in the glovebox using a Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter 








2.2.7 Current density−voltage (JV) characteristics simulation   
 
The JV characteristics were simulated using standard diffusion−drift equations 






, with n = 2, and a 
contact carrier density of 2 x 1017 cm−3. The integrated contact carrier density is ca. 1 x 




2.3 Results and discussion 
 
2.3.1 Materials development 
 
An example of a p-dopable precursor polymer is poly(9,9-bis(3-
sulfonatopropyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-(N,N-diphenyl(N-(m-trifluoromethyl)phenyl)amine-4,4’-
diyl) (mTFF-F3SO3M), where M refers to spectator cations (chemical structure in 
Figure 2.1). The trifluoromethyl group at the meta position on the pendant ring of the 
triarylamine core sets a deep Ip for deep vac.44 The Ip of the polymer is 5.75 eV, 
measured by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS). Prior studies from our 
group found that in general, an increase in Ip translate to an increase in workfunction 
and this allow us to tune workfunction through alteration of polymer Ip. Further tuning of 
the workfunction can be achieved through change of spectator ions via Madelung 
potential effect47 and the substitution on the pendant ring.44 
 
Due to the complex nature of polymerising two monomers with different solubility 
(mTPA-diBoroester in toluene/ F3SO3Na-diBr in water), an initial attempt was made 
via the post-polymerisation functionalization route. Several literatures48,49 have 
reported the possibility of converting alkyl bromide group to sulfonate through oxidation 
of thiouronium group (Appendix, Figure S2.9). This reaction would prove to be 
advantageous from the use of monomers with compatible solubility. During 
functionalization, a critical problem was observed. A mixed sulphur state was obtained 
rendering the polymer insoluble in all organic solvents tested (acetone, MeOH, THF. 
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acetonitrile, propylene carbonate and mixed systems comprising of two or more 
solvents). XPS study on powder sample (Appendix, Figure S2.10) shows the presence 
of two sulphur environments one of which, at a higher energy, was attributed to –
SO3Na50. The additional sulphur state at lower energy was characteristic of a 
disulphide linkage51 suggesting the presence of crosslinking between sulphur species 
on the polymer. It was suspected that during the oxidation of thiol to sulfonate, a 
competing disulphide formation side reaction could occur (Appendix, Figure S2.11). As 
the oxidation goes on, the degree of crosslinking between thiol groups increase 
beyond the critical gelation limit rendering the polymer insoluble in all solvents tested. 
Altering the concentration of oxidant, hydrogen peroxide, the temperature and duration 
of reaction could not alleviate the problem faced. As a result, mTFF-F3SO3Na polymer 
was synthesized through polymerisation of mTPA-diBoroester and F3SO3Na-diBr 
instead of post-polymerization functionalization. 
 
2.3.2 Advantages of self-compensated p-doped conducting polymers  
 
The ability to process an OSC with Ip much shallower than the workfunction of the p-
doped polymer was made possible by self-compensation design. Figure 2.7a illustrates 
how-self-compensation suppresses doping profile scrambling. This is not possible for 
doped polymers with mobile counter-balancing ions. A schematic of hole doping-profile 
scrambling across a polymer heterojunction is illustrated in Figure 2.6a. When a 
material with a shallow Ip is placed adjacent to a p-doped layer derived from a deeper 
Ip material, thermodynamics tends to drive the migration of holes and their counter-
anions from the deeper to the shallower Ip material. This is readily observed when a 
49 
 
thin OC1C10-ppv (OPPV) layer was spun onto a non-self-compensated p-doped mTFF 
as shown in Figure 2.6b. p-mTFF was prepared through solution doping depicted in 
Figure 2.5. When OPPV overlayer was spun onto p-mTFF, a new polaron band 
centred at 1.55 eV attributed to p-doped OPPV was observed providing evidence of 
doping transfer between a non-self-compensated p-doped polymer with a shallow Ip 
OSC. The appearance of a –* band at 3.35 eV arising from pristine mTFF indicates 
that p-mTFF had partially de-doped in the process. This process gives rise to a final 
overlayer film that is partially doped and a dedoped underlying film. This characteristic 




Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic showing doping profile scrambling due to migration of carriers and 
their counter-ions. (b) Experimental evidence (UV-Vis) for doping profile transfer during 



























Figure 2.7 (a) Schematic showing suppression of doping profile scrambling when counter-ions 
are immobilized by covalent bonding to give self-compensated state. (b) Experimental 
demonstration (UV-Vis) of successful doping profile immobilization unaffected by multi-layer 
processing when OSC-1 is self-compensated p-doped mTFF-F3SO3Na which has covalently-
bonded sulfonate counter-anions. OSC-2 is OPPV. 
 
To resolve this issue, we developed the concept of the self-compensated p-doped 
triarylaminium polymers with covalently-bonded counter-anions. The schematic of the 
self-compensation is shown in Figure 2.7a. The self-compensated doped injection 
layer allows the interface transfer of charges and the accumulation of -holes at the 
interface for ohmic injection into the adjacent OSCs without dedoping the HIL. When 
the same OPPV overlayer was cast over a similarly high workfunction but self-
compensated p-doped mTFF-F3SO3Na, no doping transfer occurs. Self-compensated 
p-mTFF-F3SO3Na was obtained through film state doping methodology depicted in 
Figure 2.5. Unlike p-mTFF, when OPPV was spun onto p-mTFF-F3SO3Na, polaron 
band from OPPV at 1.55 eV was not observed. A closer look at the difference 
spectrum obtained from subtracting away OPPV features suggest that the doping level 
in p-mTFF-F3SO3Na remains largely unchanged as observed from the polaron band 
at 2.4 eV. Further evidences from the –* band at 3.35 eV confirm that there was no 






















Figure 2.8 (a) Schematic showing doping profile scrambling due to migration of free counter-
ions despite the presence of covalently-bonded anions. (b) Thin film absorption spectrum of p-
doped polymer with covalently-bonded anions (OSC-1) with free counter-ions (SbF6–) (c) 
Experimental evidence for doping profile transfer during multilayer processing. OSC-2 is 
OPPV.   
 
However, it is not simply the presence of covalently-bonded counter-ions that confer 
the doping profile stability but the complete absence of free counter-anions that can 
migrate together with the mobile carriers. Figure 2.8a shows the schematic of the case 
of a p-doped polymer with covalently-bonded anions. In this experiment, SbF6– 
counter-ions were deliberately left in the system. Upon deposition of OPPV overlayer, 
a broad band centred at 800 nm appeared. A difference spectrum was obtained by 
substracting the p-doped polymer spectra from the heterostructure show that doping 
has indeed been transferred over to OPPV. This solidifies the need for a system free 
from mobile ions which could also lead to dope profile scrambling. 
 
As such self-compensated p-doped polymer proves to be advantageous as dope 
states in the film are balanced by immobile counter-ions preventing the transfer of 
doping from occurring and allowing for more flexible utility of self-compensated films as 




























































































2.3.3 Spectroscopic characterization of the self-compensated p-doped 
conducting polymer films 
 
The self-compensated doped polymers can be achieved by film-state or solution-state 
doping. The schematics of the doping methodologies are shown in Figure 2.5. For film-
state doping, the precursor polymer is first deposited as a film. The film is then 
contacted with an oxidant or reductant dissolved in an appropriate solvent to effect the 
doping. The self-compensated state is achieved through a solvent wash step which 
removes the excess mobile ions. For solution-state doping, the precursor polymer is 
first dissolved in an appropriate solvent (i.e. solvent that are stable in presence of 
strong oxidant or reductants) before adding the oxidant or reductant. The doped 
polymer is then purified by a series of precipitation and redissolution steps to remove 
the impurities and by-products to obtain the self-compensated doped polymer in a 
solution. These doped polymers can then be deposited and patterned on the desired 





Figure 2.9 (a) Thin film absorption spectra of pristine (red) and p-doped polymer (blue) doped 
by film-state doping methodology. Film thickness = 100 nm. (b) Absorption spectrum of the p-
doped solution obtained by solution-state doping methodology, pathlength 2 mm.  
 
The absorption spectra of the precursor mTFF-F3SO3Na film and the corresponding 
self-compensated p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film are shown in Figure 2.9a. The film was 
doped by film-state doping following the scheme in Figure 2.5 with nitrosonium 
hexafluoroantimonate (NOSbF6) dissolved in nitromethane as a strong p-dopant and 
acetonitrile as the wash-solvent for self-compensation. The doped film shows a 
bleached –* band at 3.35 eV and polaron bands at 2.4 eV and ~1.0 eV. The doping 
level ( of the film given by hole per repeat unit can be estimated from the relative 
intensities of the –* band and the polaron bands.44 Here,  is approximately 0.8 
corresponding to 7×1020 hole cm–3. Doping can also be achieved via solution-state 
methodology to obtain a self-compensate p-mTFF-F3SO3Na solution in propylene 












































Figure 2.10 UPS spectra of the pristine (red) and doped polymer (blue) showing the valence 
band region. The spectra are offset and Ip and EF are marked for clarity.  
 
The UPS spectra of the pristine and p-mTFF-F3SO3Na polymer at the Fermi-level 
region are shown in Figure 2.10. Upon doping, the Fermi level in the UPS shifts toward 
the edge of the -band. In this case, the vac is 5.45 eV. This workfunction is 
insensitive to slight variations in doping level for  > 0.3 holes/r.u. (holes per repeat 
unit).44 Despite the ultrahigh workfunction, the doped film is stable in ambient (22 °C, 
65% RH) with a doped half-life of ≥ 6 h, which is remarkable for an ultrahigh 
workfunction film beyond the 5.3 eV thermodynamic limit described in Section 1.7. 
(Described in detail in Chapter 4). This window of stability is more than sufficient for 
ambient processing of OSC devices.44,52 



















Figure 2.11 N1s, F1s, Na1s, O1s, Sb3d, S2p and C1s core-level XPS spectra of the pristine 
(red) and doped polymer (blue). The N1s core levels are fitted with two curves, green for 
undoped neutral amine nitrogen, and violet for p-doped positively charged amine nitrogen. 
Dots are experiment data. 
 
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) confirms doping level and self-compensation 
of the doped film. XPS is conducted on the same samples as the UPS, after UPS. The 
N1s, F1s, Na1s, S2p, O1s, Sb3d and C1s core levels of the neutral and doped 
polymers are shown in Figure 2.11. The spectra are plotted as energy vs vacuum level 
(VL) by correcting for the UPS workfunction. For the neutral polymer, the N1s 
photoemission from the triarylamine is found at 404.5 eV, F1s from the trifluoromethyl 
group on the pendant ring at 693.0 eV, Na1s from the cation at 1077.0 eV and C1s at 
289.4 eV. The elemental stoichiometric ratios are in good agreement with the 
theoretical ratio. Upon p-doping and self-compensation, conservation of all the 
elemental ratios was observed apart from Na1s which showed a significant drop. A 
drop in the neutral N1s intensity was observed in N1s core level spectrum and an 
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emergence of a higher BE asymmetric tail after p-doping. The spectrum was curve-
fitted with a series of three Gaussians following a known shape function of p-doped 
triarylaminium polymer with the primary N1s BE component at 406.0 eV.44 The ratio of 
the charged component to the total nitrogen gives the doping level.44 In this case,  is 
0.5. The absence of a lower BE (691 eV) F1s species corresponding to F from SbF6– 
and the absence of Sb3d3/2 at 548.0 eV (< 1% r.u.) , together with the reduction of 
Na1s at 1077 eV confirms the complete elimination of spectator anions and charge 
balancing on the film surface for the self-compensated state. This is separately 
confirmed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) from the missing SbF6– 
asymmetric vibration mode at 660 cm–1 (< 1% r.u.). The unexpectedly large decrease 
in Na1s intensity by more than  and the absence of other new elements in the wide 
survey scan suggests that some of the sulfonate groups are in the acid form post-
doping. This is observed also by FTIR of the film before and after doping which will be 
discussed in depth in Chapter 4.  
 
2.3.4 Charge injection from doped polymers in organic semiconducting 
polymers 
 
Due to the ultrahigh workfunction, p-mTFF-F3SO3Na injects holes more efficiently than 
PEDT:PSSH into model deep- and medium-Ip polymer OSCs with Ip ≥ 5.2 eV. Hole-
dominated diodes with poly(9,9-bis(4-octylphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl) (PFOP, Figure 2.1) 
as model for deep-Ip OSC (Ip = 5.8 eV) and poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl-1,4-
phenylene-N-(p-sec-butylphenyl)amino-1,4-phenylene) (TFB, Figure 2.1) as model for 
medium-Ip OSC (Ip = 5.5 eV), comparing p-mTFF-F3SO3Na and PEDT:PSSH as HILs 
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were fabricated. p-mTFF-F3SO3Na exhibits orthogonal solubility to standard polymer 
OSCs allowing subsequent layers of films to be deposited from solution-processable 
methods without issue of redissolution and loss of doping level.  
 
The current density-voltage (JV) characteristics of ITO/ HIL/ TFB/ Al devices are shown 
in Figure 2.12a. The simulated ohmic JV characteristics for a hypothetical ohmic hole 
contact, where the bare potential Vo is set to 2.25 V corresponding to a very shallow 
Fermi-level pinning (< 0.05 eV) for TFB reported by Belaineh et al.25 and the constant 
space-charge-limited-current mobility SCLC = 2.0 x 10–4 cm2 V−1 s−1 taken from Ref[53], 
is shown by the grey curve. Vo corresponds to the difference in effective workfunctions 
of the contacts, Vo = el2 – el1, where el2 and el1 are the effective workfunctions of 
the respective contacts (el2 > el1)46 for a hypothetical condition with no electrostatic 
band-bending in the semiconductor54 arising from the thermal carrier diffusion tail.55 
The measured JV characteristics of the p-mTFF-F3SO3Na diodes closely follow this 
simulation up to 3.4 V, beyond which the carrier-density dependence of SCLC needs to 
be considered.56 This excellent agreement confirms that p-mTFF-F3SO3Na gives 
ohmic hole contacts with TFB. In contrary, the PEDT:PSSH diodes show an upshift of 
ca. 0.3 V at turn-on, indicating a higher contact resistance associated with non-ohmic 
hole contact. When a hole-only diode was fabricated with Ag cathode, a clear 
improvement in JV characteristic was observed. Hole-only diodes of ITO/HIL/PFOP/Ag 
were fabricated with p-mTFF-F3SO3Na and PEDT:PSSH as the control hole injecting 
layer. A three order increase in current was observed (Appendix, Figure S2.12) with p-
mTFF-F3SO3Na as the hole injecting layer, indicating better hole injecting capabilities 




Figure 2.12 (a) JV curves of hole-dominated diodes with TFB (80-nm) as the OSC, 
PEDT:PSSH and p-mTFF-F3SO3Na as HIL and Al as the cathode. The chemical structure of 
TFB is shown in inset. Grey line shows the simulated ohmic JV characteristics, with 
parameters given in the text. (b) JV curves of hole-only diodes with 140-nm-thick TFB (top) or 
PFOP (bottom) as the OSC, PEDT:PSSH or p-mTFF-F3SO3Na as HIL, comparing with MoO3 
deposited by evaporation over the OSCs as reference of ohmic contact. (Data from Cindy 
Tang). 
 
This is also observed in hole-only-diodes (HOD) with MoO3 as the top contact. The JV 
characteristics of ITO/ HIL/ TFB/ MoO3/ Al test devices where a 10-nm-thick MoO3 film 
capped by Al or Ag is deposited as top contact by evaporation are shown in Figure 
2.12b, top. MoO3 has been reported to inject SCLC into deep-Ip polymer such as 
poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl)57 , and is used here as internal reference. When the 
device is biased positive, hole injection occurs from the polymer HIL layer; when 
negative, from the MoO3 layer. p-mTFF-F3SO3Na provides a marginally larger hole 
current into TFB than PEDT:PSSH similar to Figure 2.12b. This result is not affected by 
the possible impact of the presence of minority opposite carriers on majority carrier 
injection. In contrast, for the test device with PFOP (Figure 2.6b, bottom), p-mTFF-
F3SO3Na provides a much larger hole current by several orders of magnitude than 
PEDT:PSSH, and nearly similar to MoO3. This confirms that p-mTFF-F3SO3Na can 



































































It is thus evident that degenerately doped solution-processable hole contacts with 
tuneable workfunctions can be fabricated. We show that self-compensated p-polymer 
OSCs with workfunction of 5.5 eV is now possible for use as hole-contact in devices to 
improve device performance. This opens the possibility to achieve ohmic contacts to 
organic semiconductor devices at will. In addition, self-compensated p-doped systems 
such as p-mTFF-F3SO3Na can be used in conjunction with polymers with HOMO 
levels that are above its workfunction without suffering the effects of doping transfer 
which are present in non-self-compensated systems. Such doped contacts are key to 
amplifying the advances that have already taken place in organic semiconductor 
research. These are significant results that point to the remarkable opportunities now 
available to tailor the injection contacts for optimization of semiconductor devices, 
including OLEDS, OFETs, organic solar cells and thermoelectric devices, and also for 
non-organic semiconductors devices such as perovskites, nanotubes, graphene, 
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Chapter 3. Solution-processable self-compensated n-doped 
polymers with ultralow workfunction 
 
While there has been a number of n-type materials such as metal oxides and alkali 
metals have been known to provide ohmic electron injection into semiconductor 
devices, these methods often require vacuum processing and/or high temperature 
post-annealing which make them incompatible with general device fabrication. Little 
has been reported on the development of solution-processable shallow workfunction n-
doped organic semiconductors (OSCs) and there are no such practical n-doped OSCs 
available. In this Chapter, we demonstrate a versatile approach of self-compensated n-
doped polymer OSCs based on covalently-bonded counter-balancing cations for 
advanced electron-injection layers. This approach extends the benefits of the 
stabilization of the doping profile as described in Chapter 2 and further provided 
greater stability of the doped state. We obtained first indications of a shallow electron 
affinity polyfluorene-based polyelectrolyte that can be processed in solvents orthogonal 
to the adjacent OSC, and that can be subsequently n-doped in film form to a self-
compensated state through a proxy-doping and bound-ion-exchange mechanism. This 
is the first report of n-doped polyfluorene films obtained via solution processing. 
Workfunction down to 3.0 eV is achieved for the first time for n-doped polymer OSCs 
with sufficient stability in a nitrogen glovebox for spectroscopic measurements and 
device fabrication. These results pave the way to the general development of high-







3.1.1 Electron injection in devices 
 
Organic semiconductors (OSCs) typically have lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) ranging from as deep as 4.0 eV to as shallow as 2.0 eV. In particular, blue 
emitters in light emitting diodes are designed to have large bandgaps resulting in 
shallow LUMO levels. To achieve ohmic electron injection into such shallow LUMO 
OSCs, electron injectors need to have workfunctions between 2 eV to 4 eV and 
preferably close to 2 eV. However, materials with shallow workfunctions < 4.0 eV are 
expected to be susceptible to oxidation by ambient elements such as oxygen and 
water resulting in poor stability of most shallow workfunction materials.1 
 
Current methods to realize ohmic electron injection to semiconductor devices are 
generally limited to low-workfunction metals, such as Li, Al, Ca, Ba and Sm,2-4 and 
metal oxides such as TiO25, ZnO and ZrO26. n-Type metal oxides are known to have 
vacuum workfunctions as shallow as 3 eV. The workfunction of ZrO2 is around 3.5 eV 
and has been reported to be suitable as electron injecting layer in OSCs devices. 
These metal oxides are typically deposited via vacuum evaporation methods which 
often result in poor scalability in terms of large scale manufacturing. There are also 
solution processable methods for metal oxide deposition.7,8 These solution 
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processable metal oxides however typically require a high-temperature post-annealing 
step which makes it incompatible as a top electrode or with plastic foil substrates.  
 
3.1.2 n-Doping of organic semiconductors 
 
n-Doped organic materials are another class of materials commonly used as electron 
injection layers (EILs). One example of n-doped organic materials is n-doped [6,6]-
phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)9. These materials can be deposited via 
common solution processing methods such as spin-coating and subsequently n-doped 
by dopants such as 1H-benzoimidazole. In most cases, dopants have to be introduced 
through co-dissolution with material or through contact doping of film.10 As such, 
dopants need to have similar solubility characteristics as the organic material for co-
dissolution process, or be soluble to solvents orthogonal to the organic material during 
contact doping. Crosslinking of materials may be attempted to render the film insoluble, 
but this process could result in traps being generated. Moreover, dopant migration is a 
key problem. The mobile charges on the doped films in these cases are counter-
balanced by free counter-ions which are susceptible to ion migration and thus severely 
limiting the doping profile stability. Similar to the state of p-doped conducting polymers 
as described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.2, Figure 2.6), but instead for the reversed 
charged sign, when a deeper LUMO OSC is placed adjacent to the n-doped OOSC 
film with a shallower LUMO, the transfer of mobile charges together with free cations is 
favoured thermodynamically. Since a doped polymer intended for use as an electron-
injection layer often has a shallower electron affinity (EA) than the contacting OSC 
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layer, this transfer of charges is a severe limitation. Thus, a general scheme is needed 
to realize extreme workfunctions in such solution-processed doped OSCs.  
 
There have been few reports regarding extreme workfunction n-doped polymer OSCs. 
This is due to the chemical, thermal and processing instability of negatively-charged -
conjugated systems especially carbanions. These systems oxidize easily when in 
contact with ambient or water due to the restricted thermodynamic stability window for 
n-doped polymers in ambient as described in Section 1.7.  
 
While n-doping of OSCs with low-workfunction metals in the vapour phase has been 
known to achieve vast improvements in electron injection currents,11,12 these methods 
are not easily scalable to large areas and do not prevent doping profile migration. 
Polymer OSCs can also be n-doped by other strong reductants such as the aromatic 
one-electron reductants.13,14 More recently, several groups have reported n-doping of 
OSCs with thermal-activated radicals9,15-17 and nineteen-electron transition-metal 
complex dimers18 which can transfer electrons to the OSC. While these dopants may 
be more stable in ambient, they are not able to n-dope some of the OSCs with low EA, 
suitable for electron injection layer (EIL) and electron extraction layer (EEL) 
applications in OFETs and OLEDs18. The n-doped polymer OSCs generated in these 
ways have limitations such as doping profile migration during multilayer deposition and 
dopant counter-cations in-diffusion into polymer matrixes at elevated temperature 
during film preparation19 and device operation. Solution-processable n-doped 
conducting polymers that can overcome the above limitations have not been reported. 
The lack of suitable n-doped polymer OSCs with the required electrical conductivity, 
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workfunction and processability for EIL and EEL applications limit the OSC device 
performance and device design flexibility. 
 
3.1.3 Alternatives to n-doped organic semiconductors 
 
Surface modifying layers have been reported to be able to tune the workfunction of 
electrode surface so as to improve electron injection in OSC devices. Insulating 
polyelectrolytes such as polyethylenimine ethoxylated (PEIE)20 and conjugated 
polyelectrolytes such as poly[9,9'-bis[6''-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl]fluorene-alt-
co-phenylene] (PFN)21 and poly[3-(6-trimethylammoniumhexyl)thiophene 
(P3TMAHT)22 are examples of surface modifying layers. Alternatively, small molecules 
have also been reported for some time now to be able to self-assemble on metal or 
oxide surfaces to change the workfunction.23-25 These surface modifiers alter the 
effective workfunction of electrodes through the formation of dipolar layer at electrode 
surfaces. In addition to modifying the effective workfunction, some surface modifiers 
such as PFN also act as hole blocking layers which give rise to better charge injection 
balance in OSC device and thus improved their overall efficiencies.21 However, such 
layers are intrinsically non-conductive, and hence do not provide ohmic contacts to 
OSC active layers. The deposition of thicker surface modifying layer results in higher 
resistance, higher drive voltages and poorer device performances. As such, strict 
processing conditions need to be maintained to deposit an ultrathin layer of polymer. 
Furthermore, these modified surfaces are only useful as bottom electrodes but cannot 
be used as a top electrode. Such processing restrictions inevitably lead to huge batch-
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to-batch variations in devices, making it not ideal for large scale manufacturing and 
industrial processes. 
 
3.1.4 New concept for ultralow workfunction self-compensated n-doped 
conducting polymer 
 
Benzothiadiazole (BT) is a well-known electron deficient molecule which can be co-
polymerised with fluorene monomers to achieve shallow LUMO material. An example 
of a BT co-polymer with shallow LUMO (3.3 eV) is poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-
benzothiadiazole) (F8BT, Figure 3.1). Polyfluorene is another example of a polymer 
with shallow LUMO levels (2.1 eV). Polymers with shallow LUMO are ideal candidates 
to achieve low workfunction conducting polymers. Polyfluorene and BT-fluorene co-
polymers are thus chosen as cores to achieve solution processable shallow 
workfunction self-compensated n-doped polymers. The concept used is similar to that 
shown in Figure 2.6a with opposite charges. Examples of self-compensated n-doped 
precursors are poly [9,9-bis(3-trimethylammoniopropyl)fluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole] 
(BT-F3NMe3X, Figure 3.1) and poly [9,9-bis(3-trimethylammoniopropyl)fluorene-alt-
9',9'-di-n-octylfluorene] (F8-F3NMe3X, Figure 3.1) where X refers to the spectator 
anions accompanying the ammonium group which can be iodide (I–), bromide (Br–) and 
trifluoromethane sulfonate (oTf–) by ion-exchange (Appendix, Figure S3.1). For both 
polymers, the fluorene monomer is substituted with 3-trimethylammoniopropyl side 
chains at the 9,9' position to provide for covalently-bonded counter-cation for self-
compensation. The polymer can be doped by film-state doping of polymer films with 
powerful n-dopants followed by solvent purification to generate self-compensated state 
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as described in Section 3.2.3. The chemical structure of the final self-compensated n-
doped polymers n-BT-F3NMe3Br and n-F8-F3NMe3Br are shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Here we show that stable solution-processable self-compensated n-doped polymer 
OSCs with ultralow workfunctions can be achieved. The concept of self-compensation 
allows for strong dopants to be used to enforce doping allowing for access to a wide 
range of vac. Upon doping with a reductant, the polymer acquires an electron on the 
polymer backbone that is counterbalanced by the covalently-bonded cationic group. 
Self-compensation is subsequently achieved by removal of free cations. This self-
compensation stabilizes the doped state and prevents the degradation of the doping 
profile during subsequent device and film processing as is also different from self-
doped OSCs with hydroxide ions functionalized onto the OSCs.26-29 As a consequence, 
it is now possible to develop high-performance heterostructures and advanced device 









   
PEDT:PSSCs was obtained from dialysing PEDT:PSSH with caesium acetate following 
procedure in Ref [30]. PEDT:PSSH was obtained from Heraeus Precious Metals GmbH 
(Clevios P VP Al 4083) as a 1: 6 w/w (weight/ weight) material and dialyzed with 1 M 
HCl solution using a 12 kD molecular weight cut-off membrane and purified against 
Millipore water before use. F8BT and PFOP were obtained from Cambridge Display 
Technology/ Sumitomo Chemical Company and used as received. BT-F3NMe3Br and 
F8-F3NMe3Br were made in-house. The synthesis procedure is described in detail in 
Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Chemical structures of materials used in Chapter 3. Where M in PEDT:PSSM can 
be H+ or Cs+. X in BT-F3NMe3Br/ F8-F3NMe3Br can be I–, Br– and oTf–. 
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3.2.2 Monomer synthesis 
 
 





tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane) (F3Br-diBoroester) (Figure 3.2) 
2,7-dibromo-9H-fluorene (Sigma Aldrich) and tetra n-butyl ammonium bromide (TBAB, 
20 mol%, Sigma Aldrich) were added into an argon-charged round bottom flask. 50 
wt% aqueous potassium hydroxide solution (excess) was added into the round bottom 
flask and mixture was stirred at 75 °C for 10 min. After 10 min, 1,3-dibromopropane 
(10 eq, Sigma Aldrich) was added (all at once) into the reaction mixture and allowed to 
reaction at 75 °C for 1 h. After 1 h, reaction was cooled down to room temperature and 
extracted with dichloromethane (DCM). The organic portion was washed with dilute 5 
wt% hydrochloric acid solution and brine. Anhydrous sodium sulphate was added into 
the extract before removing solvent under reduced pressure. Crude product was 
purified using a column of silica gel. Hexane was use as the mobile phase and a white 
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powder was obtained as the desired compound F3Br-diBr. Yield was calculated to be 
35%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.57-7.48, (m, 6H, aryl), 3.15 (t, 4H), 2.19-2.11 (m, 
4H), 1.21-1.06 (m, 4H). (Appendix, Figure S3.2) 
 
Bis(pinacolato)-diboron (2.5 eq, Sigma Aldrich) and potassium acetate (10 eq) were 
added into an argon-charged round bottom flask with a reflux condenser. F3Br-diBr 
was added into the reaction mixture. Freshly distilled dry dioxane was added and the 
reaction mixture was degassed for 30 min. Catalyst, [1,1-
bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene]dichloropalladium (10 mol%) was added into reaction 
mixture and heated to 80 °C. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 8 h. After 8 h, 
the reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature. Dioxane was first removed 
under reduced pressure. DCM and water was added into the mixture and the mixture 
was extracted with DCM. The organic phase was collected and washed with brine. 
After that, the organic phase was dried with anhydrous sodium sulphate before the 
solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The product was purified using a 
column of silica gel. 1:4 ratio DCM to hexane was used as the mobile phase and a pale 
yellowish-white solid was obtained. The solid was further purified by recrystallization 
with ethanol to give a white solid, F3Br-diBoroester. Yield was calculated to be 68%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.79-7.66 (m, 6H, aryl), 3.04 (t, 4H), 2.16-2.11, (m, 




3.2.3 Polymer synthesis 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Synthetic route for poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-9',9'-di-n-octylfluorene] 
(F8-F3Br) polymer. 
 
Synthesis of poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-9',9'-di-n-octylfluorene] 
(F8-F3Br) (Figure 3.3) 
F3Br-diBr (1 eq, 1.01263 g) and 9,9-Dioctylfluorene-2,7-bis(trimethylborate) (F8-
diBoroester) (1 eq, 0.9991 g, Sigma Aldrich) was added into 250 mL argon-charged 2-
neck round bottom flask attached with a condenser. 70ml of freshly distilled toluene 
was added and heated to 125 °C to dissolve the mixture. The mixture was degassed 
for 15 min. Next, 2 mol% of Pd(PPh3)4 was dissolved in 10ml of degassed toluene and 
added to the reaction mixture. Finally 25 mL of 1 M Na2CO3 with Aliquot® 336 (3 
drops) was added to the reaction mixture. The reaction was allowed to reflux at 125 °C 
for 20 h. After 20 h, the reaction mixture was allowed to cool down to room 
temperature. The reaction mixture was subsequently filtered to remove any insoluble 
particles and excess Na2CO3. Next, the aqueous phase was removed from the organic 
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phase. The organic phase was added dropwise to 400 mL of hexane (5 times excess) 
to precipitate the polymer with constant stirring. An off-white polymer was obtained 
after precipitation and filtering through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter. The polymer was further 
purified through re-precipitation and recovered by centrifugation. The off-white polymer 
was dried under reduced pressure to give F8-F3Br. Yield was calculated to be 70%. 
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 7.86-7.68 (m, 12H), 3.21-3.19 (m, 4H), 2.37 (m, 
4H), 2.10 (b, 4H), 7.26-7.19 (b, 4H), 1.25-0.79 (m, 34H). (Appendix, Figure S3.4) 
GPC:Mn: 10k Mw 16k, PDI 1.6 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Synthetic route of poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole] (BT-
F3Br). 
 
Synthesis of poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole] (BT-
F3Br) (Figure 3.4) 
F3Br-diBoroester (1 eq, 0.51018 g) and 4,7-dibromo-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT-diBr) 
(0.36823mg, 1 eq) was added to an argon-charged 150 mL 2-neck round bottom flask 
attached with a condenser. 40 mL of freshly distilled and degassed toluene was added 
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to mixture and heated to 125 °C to dissolve the solids. Next, 2 mol% of Pd(Ph3)4 
dissolved in 10 mL of distilled and degassed toluene was added to the reaction 
mixture. Finally 22 mL of 1 M Na2CO3 with Aliquot® 336 (3 drops) was added to the 
reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was allowed to reflux for at 125 °C for 10 h. 
After 10 h, the reaction mixture was allowed to cool down to room temperature. The 
reaction mixture was subsequently filtered to remove any insoluble particles and 
excess Na2CO3. Next, the aqueous phase was removed from the organic phase. The 
organic phase was added dropwise to 250 mL of hexane (5 times excess) to 
precipitate the polymer with constant stirring. A yellow polymer was obtained after 
precipitation and filtering through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter. The polymer was further 
purified through re-precipitation and recovered by centrifugation. The yellow polymer 
was dried under reduced pressure to give BT-F3Br. Yield was calculated to 24%. 
 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ(ppm): 8.08-7.69 (m, 8H), 3.25-3.17 (m, 4H), 2.40 (m, 
4H), 1.45-1.41 (m, 4H). (Appendix, Figure S3.5) 
GPC: Mn = 1.9 kDa, Mw = 2kDa, PDI = 1.05 
 
 






Cation functionalization with trimethylamine (Figure 3.5) 
 
To a 22 mL glass vial, 100 mg of F3Br co-polymer and 10 mL of THF was added to 
make a 10mg/ml solution. Next, 2.5 mL of trimethylamine (excess, in methanol (MeOH) 
was added to the polymer solution. The mixture was de-gassed by heating the solution 
at 65 °C followed by 80 °C and finally at 100 °C for 10 min at each step. The reaction 
was allowed to proceed at 100 °C in a pressurized condition (closed vial) for 24 h with 
stirring. After 24 h, the reaction was allowed to cool down to room temperature. Off-
white polymer was obtained when reaction mixture was precipitated in hexane (5 times 
volume of solvent in reaction). Polymer was re-dissolved in a mixture of 2 to 1 
MeOH:THF and purified by re-precipitation to remove excess impurities. Re-
precipitation was performed an addition 2 times. Finally the off-white polymer was 
washed with copious amounts of hexane to remove any trimethylamine and dried 
under reduced pressure to give a off-white polymer. F8-F3NMe3Br and BT-F3NMe3Br 
were analysed with XPS. [Appendix, F8-F3NMe3Br (Figure S3.6 and Table S3.1), BT-








3.2.4  Dopants preparation 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Schematics for dopant preparation. All of the steps were done under N2 
environment. 
 
n-Dopants. Sodium naphthalenide (NaNp), sodium acenaphthalenide (NaAcenp), 
sodium phenazine (NaPz) and sodium diphenylanthracenide (NaDPA) were prepared 
by first dissolving naphthalene (Np), benzophenone (Bp) or diphenylanthracene (DPA) 
(Sigma Aldrich) in anhydrous diglycol methyl ether (diglyme) or tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
to make 15-50 mM solution. 0.5-1.1 eq of Na (pre-weighed with surface oxides 
removed) was added and crushed to reveal more Na. The mixture was allowed to react 
completely overnight with constant mixing. Anhydrous solvents used for the dopant 
and doped polymers were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and further dried with 
molecular sieves (4Å, 8-12 mesh, Sigma Aldrich).  
 
Pre-preparation: 
DPA/Np/AceNp/Pz is dissolved 
in anhydrous diglyme/THF at 
desired concentration





Sodium is diced in 
hexane/decane and 
surface oxide layer is 
removed
2 Weighing of sodium is done in 
an enclosed glass weighing 





Streams of blue 
colouration will 
appear on sodium 
surface
Solution will turn 
blue within a 
minute





3.2.5 Doping methodology 
 
Film-state doping. BT-F3NMe3Br and F8-F3NMe3Br films were deposited from a 
MeOH solution to give 20-60 nm films on the required substrates. The films were 
annealed at 140 °C (hotplate) for 15 min in N2 prior to contacting with 2-50 mM n-
dopant in diglyme for 10 s followed by spinning off at high speed. The excess ions and 
impurities were subsequently removed by a acetonitrile or propylene carbonate wash 
step.  
 
3.2.6 Ultraviolet and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy 
   
Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) was performed using He I radiation 
(21.21 eV) in a VG ESCALab Mk-II spectrometer operated at base pressure of 1 × 10-9 
mbar. A sample bias of -10.00 V was applied to collect all the photoemission. 10-20-
nm thick films were prepared on Au-coated Si substrates in the N2 glovebox (pH2O, 
pO2 < 1 ppm) and transferred in N2 chamber to the loading chamber without exposure 
to air. The vac is determined from photoelectron kinetic energy at the EF (KEEF) and at 
the low-energy cut-off energy (KELECO): vac = KELECO + h- KEEF, where h is the 
photon energy (21.21 eV).  
 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the same films as the UPS, 
after UPS, using MgK X-ray (1253.6 eV), respectively, on VG ESCALab Mk-II 
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spectrometer, at 90° acceptance angles (with respect to the analyzer). All spectra have 
been corrected using linear backgrounds. The integration of these spectra after 
correction with the empirical sensitivity factors provides the atomic stoichiometry 
determined by XPS. Quantification error is expected to be ±10%. 
 
Device fabrication and characterization   
 
Diodes. PEDT:PSSCs was used as hole-blocking layer (HBL) in the standard (non-
inverted) configuration and deposited by spin coating PEDT:PSSCs solution, in 
ambient, on O2-plasma cleaned ITO substrates to attain 45-nm-thick films. The 
PEDT:PSSCs solutions were pre-filtered through a 0.45-m nylon syringe filters. The 
films were annealed at 140 °C (hotplate) for 10 min in glovebox. PFOP (from 
Cambridge Display Technology) films were spin-coated from toluene solution over the 
PEDT:PSSCs in the glovebox to give 120 nm-thick films. BT-F3NMe3Br films were 
spin coated from MeOH solutions in ambient followed by annealing at 140 °C 
(hotplate) for 10min in glovebox to give 20-30 nm thick films. n-BT-F3NMe3Br was 
prepared by film-state doping described in Section 3.2.5. 30-nm-thick Ca or 120-nm-
thick Ag or Al were thermally evaporated through a shadow mask at a base pressure of 
10-7 Torr to give the cathode for eight 4.3 mm2 pixels on each substrate. The current-
voltage characteristics were collected on a probe station in the glovebox using a 
Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyser. Film thicknesses were measured by 




3.3 Results and discussion 
 
3.3.1 Materials development 
 
Unlike mTFF-F3SO3Na introduced in Chapter 2, post-polymerization functionalization 
was employed in the synthesis of BT-F3NMe3Br and F8-F3NMe3Br. Such a 
methodology allows us to simplify the polymerization process through the use of a one-
solvent system for the organic phase. With monomers and polymers having the same 
solubility characteristics, precipitation of short-chain polymers due to solvent 
incompatibility can be avoided. 
 
Challenges faced during synthesis 
The use of monomers with similar solubility characteristics have noticeable advantages 
such as simplified experimental conditions and versatility (i.e. ability to functionalize 
different cationic groups such as ammonium, morpholinium and imidazolium onto 
polymer). With the polymer having similar solubility characteristics, precipitation during 
reaction can be avoided due to absence of non-solvent in the system. Alkylbromides 
can undergo a myriad of reactions31 allowing for competing reaction to occur during 
polymerization. During earlier attempts at polymerization of F3Br-copolymers, we 
found out that propylbromide can undergo HBr elimination in presence of strong base 
to give propylene (Appendix, Figure S3.8). This was confirmed by 1H NMR from the 
presence of a multiplet peak centred at 5.0 ppm. Initial polymerization was done under 
large excess of Na2CO3 base (25 times excess) with respect to both monomers. 
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Taking into account of the amount (7 mol%) phase transfer agent, Aliquot® 336, we 
expect that the bulk reaction mixture is only interacting with a small amount (≤ 7mol%) 
of base throughout the experiment. However, this was sufficient to result in up to 50 
mol% HBr elimination (Appendix, Figure S3.9). This could lead to further problems 
during cation functionalization and eventually self-compensation in the doped polymer. 
To solve this problem, the effective concentration (i.e. base and aliquot concentration) 
had to be reduced. By reducing the amount of Na2CO3 and Aliquot® 336 by half, we 
were able to suppress the elimination down to 20 mol%. Further optimizations were not 
attempted as 20 mol% elimination (Appendix, Figure S3.10) still allows us to achieve 
1.8 equivalent of propylbromide per repeat unit. Fortuitously, during cation 
functionalization, we observed that BT-F3Br was converted to BT-F3NMe3Br with 2 
units of ammonium per repeat-unit of polymer. We suspect that during cation 
functionalization described in Section 3.2.3, the harsh reaction conditions resulted in a 
nucleophilic attack of the propylene by trimethylamine resulting in complete 
functionalization.  
 
Polymerization of BT-F3Br proved to be challenging due to the poor solubility of the 
polymer. Under normal circumstances, for the non-polyelectrolyte case, 2,1,3-
benzothiadiazole (BT) monomers are coupled with fluorene units with long alkyl chains 
such as 9,9-dioctylfluorene (F8).32,33 Such long alkyl chains in polymer enhance its 
solubility in most organic solvents such as toluene, tetrahydrofuran and chloroform34. 
However with short alkyl chains, propylbromide, in BT-F3Br, its solubility in organic 
solvents was limited. Suspected high molecular weight BT-F3Br, was insoluble in most 
organic solvents such as toluene, tetrahydrofuran, chloroform, dimethylformamide and 
methanol. 1H NMR checks during fixed interval of polymerization (4 h and 10 h) were 
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conducted. It was confirmed that low molecular weight BT-F3Br was successfully 
formed at 4 h (Appendix Figure S3.11). BT-F3Br oligomers present were still soluble in 
a toluene system. However, at 10 h, signs of precipitation were observed from the 
appearance of orange solids, prompting the end of the reaction. NMR show that at the 
end of 10 h, only short chain oligomeric BT-F3Br, where Mw = 2k, was successfully 
synthesized (Appendix Figure S3.5). This amounts to approximately 4 repeat-unit of 
BT-F3Br. According to quantum chemical calculations, we expect the HOMO-LUMO 
energy level to stabilize upon reaching 4 repeat unit chain, hence we do not expect 
adverse impact on the optoelectronic property of low Mw BT-F3Br. Despite the low 
Mw, spin-casting of BT-F3Br and functionalization BT-F3NMe3Br gave uniform films 
when observed under optical microscope. Hence, BT-F3NMe3Br can be used as an 
EIL without much complication. Unlike BT-F3Br, we successfully synthesized F3-F8Br 
with good Mw of 16k. This was largely due to the presence of long alkyl chains on the 
F8 monomer in F3-F8Br which prevents precipitation of the polymer during synthesis. 
 
3.3.2 Dopants development  
 
To achieve successful n-doping of shallow LUMO polymers, strong single electron 
donors need to be developed. Some of the strongest electron donors are the alkali 
metals series [Na/Na+ (E°'=-3.04 V), Li/Li+ (E°'=-2.64 V) and K/K+ (E°'=-2.38 V) where 
E°' is formal potential, V vs Fc/Fc+ couple].13,35,36 Alkali metal doping of polymers is 
usually performed through evaporation of alkali metal such as sodium onto the organic 
layer. However such methodologies are expensive and have poor scalability. Another 
class of strong reductants are the organic anion radicals. These organic anion radicals 
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are prepared by reacting polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon systems with alkali metal 
such as sodium. During the preparation, sodium would transfer an electron to the 
organic materials to form anion radical paired with sodium ion. Doping of polymer by 
organic anion radicals can be done through solution-state doping as depicted in Figure 
2.5 allowing for better scalability. 
 
The gas phase LUMO of such systems (chemical structure in Figure 3.7) were 
calculated through gas-phase uncorrected parameterized model number 3 (PM3) 
quantum chemical calculations and tabulated in Table 3.1. A wide range of strong n-
dopants with different strength can be prepared through the methodology presented in 
Figure 3.6 (Described in Section 3.2.4). Due to the reactivity of such anion radicals, 
water-free conditions have to be maintained to ensure successful preparation. Freshly 
distilled solvents were prepared and stored in nitrogen environment for degassing. 
Molecular sieves activated in nitrogen environment were added to the solvents to 
remove residual water. Glassware was flame-dried before being transferred and store 
into nitrogen environment. Surface oxide layer on sodium pellets were removed in a 
beaker of anhydrous decane under nitrogen environment. In addition, the weighing of 
sodium was done with sodium submerged in a bottle of anhydrous decane to minimise 
any contact of sodium with the ppm level of oxygen in the environment. After weighing, 
sodium was transferred into a solution of pre-prepared dopant precursor solution. Deep 
colouration was observed from sodium surface, indicating the successful formation of 
anion radicals. Sodium was further crushed with a glass rod to increase its effective 
surface area and hence rate of reaction. Solution was subjected to constant stirring till 




Figure 3.7 Chemical structure of strong n-dopant precursors. 
 
Table 3.1 HOMO and LUMO levels of dopant precursors calculated from gas-phase 
uncorrected PM3 calculations. (Uncorrected gas-phase PM3 F8 LUMO:-1.1 eV) 
Parent molecule HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) 
Naphthalene -8.84 -0.41 
Benzophenone -9.93 -0.66 
Anthracene -8.25 -0.97 
9,10-Diphenylanthracene -8.13 -1.03 
Acenaphthylene -9.06 -1.06 
Anthraquinone -10.17 -1.38 
Phenazine -8.91 -1.48 
1,4-Naphthoquinone -10.29 -1.53 




The dopants are relatively stable when store under nitrogen environment can be 
characterized with solution-phase UV-Vis spectroscopy. Figure 3.8 shows the solution 
phase UV-Vis spectra of n-dopants successfully prepared using the methodology 
described in Section 3.2.4. NaNp is the strongest n-dopant that was prepared through 
this methodology. When stored in an enclosed polypropylene bottle in N2 environment, 
NaNp remains stable for a period of two weeks as seen in Figure 3.8a. It is able to 
doped polymers with LUMO of down to 2.5 eV. Being the strongest n-dopant, there is a 
need for thorough stringent solvent and environment control during NaNp application 
which may be useful as a super reductant for diagnostic purposes but not practical for 
general application purposes. NaNp readily degrades within minutes when its 
concentration falls below 15 mM. To overcome this problem, NaDPA and NaAcenp 
were used as alternative strong n-dopants. Their high EA allows doping of materials 
with shallow LUMOs such as BT-F3NMe3Br. Figure 3.8b and c shows their solution 
phase absorption spectra. NaPz, a moderate strength n-dopant suitable for doping 
deeper LUMO OSCs, was also made via the same methodology. The solution phase 
absorption spectrum of NaPz is shown in Figure 3.8d. The extinction coefficients of 
these anionic radicals (except Pz–) are within a difference at a factor of literature 
values37-39 as shown in Table 3.2. The lower extinction coefficient can be attributed 
some degree of solvent impurities which led to some instability observed during dopant 
dilution (Appendix, Figure S3.12). In addition, excess alkali metals (Na and K) used by 
other groups37-39 have help to stabilize the radical anions which could not be 
implemented in our case for the preparation of strong n-dopant solutions to avoid 
excess sodium is transferred to the organic material during doping. This could result in 
contamination of doped polymer film and subsequent device operations. Unlike the 
other radical anions, NaPz proved to be more challenging. Despite being the weakest 
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n-dopant and having stringent solvent and environmental controls, extinction coefficient 
of NaPz obtained was lower by a factor of 8. Repeat attempts with longer reaction 
duration and increased sodium content did not improve the yield of NaPz. Further 
optimizations were not carried out as NaPz was ineffective in doping of BT-F3NMe3Br 
and hence not of immediate importance. Figure 3.9 shows the UV-Vis spectra of the 
different dopants (NaNp, NaAcenp, NaDPA, NaPz) used to doped BT-F3NMe3Br. 
From the spectra, we observe that all of the dopants prepared were strong enough to 
dope BT-F3NMe3Br, as indicated from the appearance of a polaron band and 
bleaching of -* band which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3. We note that 
NaNp, NaAcenp and NaDPA (Figure 3.9a,b,d) were efficient in doping BT-F3NMe3Br 
but NaPz suffers in comparison despite ensuring similar molarity between dopants. 
NaPz (Figure 3.9c) having the weakest doping strength amongst the dopants and is no 
longer efficient in doping polymers with LUMO similar to BT-F3NMe3Br. This opens up 
the possibility of tailoring n-dopants of different strength that can be use for selective 
doping in a multilayer stack. For shallow LUMO polymers, NaDPA and NaAcenp 
remain the dopants of choice. Solutions of NaDPA and NaAcenp also remain stable for 
more than a month under nitrogen environment with little variation in doping strength 
observed during doping of polymers. In addition, film-state doping, Dilute 5mM 
solutions remain relatively stable in nitrogen environment with no signs of 
decolouration occurring for periods exceeding an hour. The excellent stability allows for 






Table 3.2 Molar Absorptivity of n-dopant dissolved in tetrahydrofuran. aValue taken from Ref 
[37]. bValue taken from Ref [38]. 
n-Dopant  Molar Absorptivity  
(Absorption Maxima) (M-1cm-1)  
Literature   
Molar Absorptivity (M-1cm-1) 
NaPz  960 (538nm) 8230a  
NaNp  1650 (823nm)  2400b  
NaAcenp  1010 (531nm)  2000a  
NaDPA  4900 (613nm) 8300a  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Characterization of powerful n-dopants. Solution absorption spectra of (a) 5 mM 
NaNp. Inset: Absorption spectra of 5 mM NaNp at day 7 (green) and day 14 (blue). (b) 5 mM 













































































































Figure 3.9 n-Doping of BT-F3NMe3Br with different n-dopant. (a) Thin film absorption spectra 
of pristine (red) and NaNp doped (blue) BT-F3NMe3Br doped, (b) NaAcenp doped BT-
F3NMe3Br (blue), (c) NaPz doped BT-F3NMe3Br (blue) and (d) NaDPA doped BT-F3NMe3Br. 
Dopant was prepared at 30mM concentration. Film thickness of (a) 25-30 nm, [(b), (c), (d)] 18-
20 nm. 
 
3.3.3 Spectroscopic characterization of the n-doped conducting polymer 
films 
 
Despite the low thermodynamic stability expected of low workfunction OSCs, through 
our self-compensated methodology, we are able to achieve self-compensated n-doped 
polymers through film-state doping. These shallow LUMO polymers can be doped with 





















































































n-doped polymers have surprising stability allowing for spectroscopic measurements 
and EIL applications in diode configurations. 
 
In this Section, we show that we have successfully obtained n-BT-F3NMe3Br and n-
F8-F3NMe3Br through film-state doping. Figure 3.10a shows the absorption spectra of 
n-F8-F3NMe3Br. The spectrum of pristine F8-F3NMe3Br is plotted in red for 
comparison. On successful doping, a polaron appears at 2.2 eV and the bleaching of 
-* at 3.2 eV was observed. Correspondingly, the non-self-compensated polymer, 
PFOP, with similar conjugated core and EA was not as stable. PFOP was crosslinked 
with an in-house developed crosslinker FPA-640 to prevent dissolution of polymer 
during film-state doping and was doped with the same dopant in the same way did not 
show any sign of a polaron band as seen in Figure 3.10b. We suspect that PFOP 
dedoped during the spin-off step, thus too unstable for any UV-Vis spectrum to be 
obtained. This proves that the self-compensation helps to stabilize the negative charge 
on the n-doped polymer resulting in a surprisingly stable state. Interestingly, n-doped 
F8-F3NMe3Br was able to survive ambient cleanroom environment (66% RH) for up to 
4 min before complete dedoping. This is the first indication of a shallow workfunction 






Figure 3.10 (a) Thin film absorption spectra of pristine (red) and n-doped (blue) F8-F3NMe3Br 
(b) Thin film absorption spectra of pristine (red) and NaNp contacted (blue) PFOP. Film 
thickness: 40-60nm. 
 
As seen from Figure 3.9, most strong n-dopants are able to successfully dope BT-
F3NMe3Br. However, this is not the case when comparing with the non-self-
compensated polymer F8BT as seen from Figure 3.11. Both BT-F3NMe3Br and F8BT 
was subjected film-state doping with 30 mM NaDPA. From the absorption spectrum of 
BT-F3NMe3Br in Figure 3.11a, we observe the appearance of polaron at 2.0 eV 
accompanied by the bleaching of -* at 2.7 eV. The polaron band was not observed 
during the attempted doping of F8BT with NaDPA as seen in Figure 3.11b. Similar to 
the case of PFOP, F8BT was first crosslinked with FPA-6 to prevent dissolution of 
polymer during film-state doping. During the spin-off step for BT-F3NMe3Br, we 
observe a transition of colour in the film from yellow to blue on successful doping. This 
was however, not observed in the case of F8BT which seems to suggest that n-doped 
F8BT is not stable hence readily dedopes back to pristine F8BT. Previously n-doping 
of F8BT in our group by Sivaramakrishnan et al.41 show that solid state stamp doping 
was able to produce n-doped F8BT. However, the newly established n-doped self-















































Sivaramakrishnan et al. The n-BT-F3NMe3Br film was stable in nitrogen environment 
for several hours with a doped half-life of ≥ 1 h and could be exposed to ambient 
cleanroom conditions for up to 16 min. The surprising stability of the n-doped state is 
remarkable for an ultralow workfunction film which can undergo both H2O and O2 
oxidation. Self-compensated polymers appear to the key in achieving highly stable n-
doped polymers that could survive ambient processing conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 (a) Thin film absorption spectra of pristine (red) and NaDPA n-doped (blue) BT-
F3NMe3Br (b) Thin film absorption spectra of pristine (red) and dopant contacted (blue) F8BT. 
Film thickness: 18-20nm. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 UPS spectra of the pristine (red) and doped (blue) BT-F3NMe3Br showing the 































































UPS and XPS were performed on n-BT-F3NMe3Br to further study the material. Figure 
3.12 shows the UPS spectra of n-BT-F3NMe3Br in comparison with pristine BT-
F3NMe3Br. The Ip of the pristine BT-F3NMe3Br is 5.9 eV, which is similar to that of 
pristine F8BT polymer. Its EA can be estimated from the Ip and band gap (2.3 eV) of 
the BT-F3NMe3Br obtained from UV-Vis spectrum edge coupled with a binding energy 
correction (0.3 eV) to be 3.3 eV. Upon n-doping of BT-F3NMe3Br, density of states can 
be seen appearing beyond the Ip of the polymer, extending towards the EF which is 
characteristic of a n-doped polymer. The vac of n-BT-F3NMe3Br is calculated to be 3.5 
eV. This value lies well above the threshold for O2 and H2O reduction. Nevertheless 
the n-doped polymer films are far less reactive than the metals of comparable 
workfunctions, such as Ca (2.87 eV), Li (2.90 eV) and Mg (3.66 eV),42 and can persist 
for a while under normal glovebox conditions sufficient for ex-situ characterisation and 
device application before encapsulation.  
 
Figure 3.13 shows XPS core level spectra of pristine and n-BT-F3NMe3Br. For the 
neutral polymer, N1s and S2p for BT unit are found at 404.0 eV and 170.0 eV 
respectively while N1s, Br3d photoemission for ammonium-functionalized F3Br 
(F3NMe3Br) are found at 407.2 eV and 72.2 eV respectively. C1s photoemission for 
both BT and F3Br is at 289.3 eV. We observe a complete functionalization of F3Br and 
F3-propylene into ammonium as confirmed by the similar ratio 1.9: 2.0 between N1s 
(BT) and N1s (F3NMe3Br) (Appendix, Table S3.2). Upon doping and washing, a 
broadening of N1s (404.0 eV) and S2p (170.0 eV) corresponding to N and S on BT unit 
suggest that the negative charge is delocalized throughout the BT unit and the 
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successful doping of BT-F3NMe3Br. In addition, during n-doping, at least one 
equivalent of dopant, in this case acenaphthalene, was deposited into the doped film 
accompanied by the presence of small amounts of Na, F and O species. Unfortunately, 
these species could not be thoroughly removed through simple washing methods. In 
addition, we also observed a 10-15% drop in BT N1s intensity right after n-doping. 
From independent studies on BT monomers conducted within our group43, we found 
that BT is susceptible to base such as hydroxide ions which reacts with the hetero-ring 
on BT resulting in ring opening at the N-S-N linkage and ultimately the loss of nitrogen 
group from BT. Consequently, during n-doping, we suspect that sodium hydroxide 
impurities, which are byproducts created, resulted in the elimination of N1s. Despite 
these problems, we show that the concept of self-compensation through self-
compensated n-doped BT-F3NMe3Br and F8-F3NMe3Br are able to produce n-doped 
systems with improved stabilities. 
 
Finally, FTIR spectroscopy was done on self-compensated n-BT-F3NMe3Br and the 
spectra of both pristine BT-F3NMe3Br and doped BT-F3NMe3Br are shown in Figure 
3.14. A thin film (80 nm) of BT-F3NMe3Br was spun on oxygen plasma cleaned 
intrinsic silicon. A FTIR spectrum of BT-F3NMe3Br was obtained before subjecting the 
film to film-state doping with 30 mM NaNp. The emergence of characteristic IRAV 
bands was observed after n-doping with NaNp indicating successful n-doping. The 






Figure 3.13 N1s, S2p, Br3d, F1s, O1s, Na1s and C1s core-level XPS spectra of the pristine 
(red) and n-doped BT-F3NMe3Br (blue). Spectra are offset for clarity. 
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Figure 3.14 FTIR spectra of pristine (red) and doped (blue) BT-F3NMe3Br. Film thickness 100 
nm. Spectra was collected under N2 environment. Yellow Box: IRAV bands of n-doped BT-
F3NMe3Br 
 
3.3.4 Application of self-compensated n-doped polymers in diodes 
 
Electron-dominated diodes were fabricated with poly(9,9-bis(4-octylphenyl)fluorene-
2,7-diyl) (PFOP) as model for shallow LUMO OSC (LUMO  2.6 eV) and 
PEDT:PSSCs30 as a hole blocking contact (workfunction = 4.5 eV). Three diodes 
configurations were fabricated comparing diodes with pristine BT-F3NMe3Br, n-BT-
F3NMe3Br and calcium as EILs. With orthogonal solubility, BT-F3NMe3Br thin films 
were deposited from a methanol solution onto the underlying polymer layers without 
causing polymer dissolution. Subsequent n-doping of BT-F3NMe3Br did not result in 
any further issues as shown in the overlayer experiment in Figure 3.15. The device 
structure is shown in Figure 3.16a. 















Figure 3.15 Thin film absorption spectra of n-BT-F3NMe3Br fabricated on PEDT:PSSH/PFOP. 
Absorption spectra was recorded at each step. PEDT:PSSH (40 nm)/PFOP (120 nm) (red); 
BT-F3NMe3Br (20 nm) on PEDT:PSSH/PFOP (green); n-doping of BT-F3NMe3Br on 
PEDT:PSSH/PFOP (blue) with 30 mM NaNp. Difference spectra (purple) showing n-BT-
F3NMe3Br was obtained by subtracting red from blue.  
 
Doping of BT-F3NMe3Br thin film deposited on a polymer surface was observed via 
UV-Visible spectroscopy through a simple layer-by-layer experiment (Figure 3.15). A 
multilayer thin film which was made up of PEDT:PSSH (40 nm), PFOP (120 nm) and 
BT-F3NMe3Br (20 nm) was deposited in respective order on a glass substrate to 
simulate proposed device configuration. As seen in Figure 3.15, BT-F3NMe3Br was 
successfully spun onto PFOP from the appearance of a band at 2.7 eV attributed to -
* of BT-F3NMe3Br. The sample was prebaked at 140 °C for 15 min before doping 
with 30 mM NaBp. After doping, the bleaching of BT-F3NMe3Br -* was observed 
and accompanied with the appearance of a polaron band at 2.0 eV and 3.2 eV 
indicating the successful doping of BT-F3NMe3Br. The polaron band at 2.0 eV extends 
from 1.6 eV to 2.5 eV. A -* broad band which extends from1.6 eV to 2.6 eV at an 
intensity of 0.01 (ca. 30% of polaron band) would be observed if PEDT:PSSH44 has 
undergone dedoping during the process of doping. However, a clear upper absorption 















































Figure 3.16 (a) Pictorial representation of device structure. EIL are highlighted respective 
colours. Pristine BT-F3NMe3Br (red); n-BT-F3NMe3Br (blue); Ca (pink). (b) (Left) JV curve of 
electron only diodes with PFOP (120 nm) as OSC layer, PEDT:PSSCs (40 nm) as HIL, ITO 
and Ag (120 nm) as anode and cathode. EILs (30 nm) are pristine BT-F3NMe3Br (red), n-
doped BT-F3NMe3Br (blue) and Ca (pink). (Right) Energy level diagram for electron only diode 
based on n-BT-F3NMe3Br. 
 
The current-density-voltage (JV) characteristics are shown in Figure 3.15b. In these 
devices, PEDT:PSSCs which has a low workfunction of 4.5 eV acts as hole blocking 
layers and as such, these devices are primarily electron-only diodes. With pristine BT-
F3NMe3Br as the EIL, poor injection, low current around 10-5 A/cm2 over ± 6 V, similar 
to PEDT:PSSCs/ PFOP/ Ag, was observed suggesting that electron injection from 
pristine BT-F3NM3Br into PFOP was highly inefficient. When the same device 
structure was fabricated with n-BT-F3NMe3Br, a three-order increase in electron 
current was observed giving a current density of 10-2 A/cm2 at 7 V, and approaching 
within a factor of two of that of the Ca contact. This shows that n-BT-F3NMe3Br is able 
to provide efficient electron injection into PFOP. The effective workfunction of calcium 
in the unpinned case is 2.4 eV.2 The fact that the n-doped but not the undoped BT-











































































effective workfunction of the ultralow workfunction n-BT-F3NMe3Br inside the diode 
could be near to that of Ca, which is much shallower in a favourable way than the 
vacuum workfunction. These results, together with the supporting UV-Vis, confirm that 
ultralow workfunction n-doped polymer films can be realized by solution-processing to 
give near ohmic electron injection even into the most demanding polymer OSCs 







For the first time, we show that stable n-doped polymer is achievable through solution 
processable methods. We have successfully achieved n-doped polymers such as n-
F8-F3NMe3Br with workfunctions as shallow as 2.9 eV. In addition, we show that self-
compensated n-BT-F3NMe3Br, which has a workfunction of 3.5 eV, can be used in 
organic electronics such as diodes and are able to achieve a current density within 2 
factors of a good metal cathode, Ca. We prove that the concept of self-compensation 
allows us to achieve highly stable n-doped polymer films through simple film-state 
doping which are otherwise not possible for polymers that do not possess covalently 
attached counterions. The intrinsic orthogonal solubility of the self-compensated 
systems allows us to easily fabricate heterostructure devices without the need for 
crosslinking methods which could result in charge trapping at high crosslinker 
concentrations. The ability to extend this principle of self-compensation and 
stabilization to other n-type polymer cores can prove to be essential as the first step to 
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Chapter 4. Direct spectroscopic evidence for H2O-induced 
dedoping of self-compensated p-doped triarylaminium 
polyelectrolytes 
 
Self-compensated triarylaminium polyelectrolytes based on triarylamine–fluorene 
copolymer with covalently bonded sulfonate groups have been reported in Chapter 2 to 
give ultrahigh workfunction of up to 5.5 eV. These self-compensated p-doped polymers 
overcome the challenges of doping profile migration and the limitation of the otherwise 
shallow workfunction of around 5.2 eV in other practical doped polymer systems. 
However, direct comparison of the p-doped self-compensated triarylaminium film with 
sulfonate groups and the non-self-compensated variants show the former has poorer 
thermal and ambient stability despite having similar workfunctions. We show that the 
poorer stability of the self-compensated films is not simply due to their ultrahigh 
workfunction but has been traced to the H2O induced-dedoping of the doped 
triarylaminium polyelectrolyte. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) reveals 
strong hydrophilicity of the pristine polymer which introduces proton impurities during 
the doping step. The high proton-affinity of the covalently-bonded sulfonate counter-ion 
necessary for self-compensation of the mobile hole charges on the doped polymer and 
of the doped film in general further increases the sensitivity of the doped film towards 
H2O. A self-compensated p-doped polymer that is non-hydrophilic with lower proton 







4.1.1 Stability of commercially available p-doped conducting polymers 
 
Understanding the fundamental mechanisms of doping stability in doped conducting 
polymers is essential for their rational design for higher performance and more 
demanding applications in devices. For commercially available conducting polymers 
such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDT:PSSH)1-3 
and sulfonated poly(thiophene-3-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)-2,5-diyl): 
poly(hydroxystyrene) (S-P3MEET:PHOST)4,5, the thermal-induced desulfonation of 
aromatic sulfonic acids is a well-known reaction.6 This is fortuitously overcome by a 
sulfonate ester formation between PHOST and S-P3MEET for the case of S-
P3MEET:PHOST.5 PEDT:PSSH has also been reported to undergo injection-induced 
dedoping which can be prevented by substituting the protons in PSSH with bigger 
cations such as tetramethylammonium7 but at the expense of lowering its 
workfunction.8 This electrically-induced dedoping can however be exploited for write-
once memory devices9 and can be erased by chemical redoping.10 The ambient 
stability of these p-doped thiophene-based polymer films on the other hand has not 
been a major problem. These solution-processable p-doped conducting polymers are 
processed from water and/or alcohol solvents and are stable in air. Their workfunctions 
are however only around 5.0–5.2 eV, lower than the 5.3 eV threshold for oxidation of 
H2O/O2 couple in pH neutral water.11 Electrodes with workfunction beyond 5.3 eV, in 
the ultrahigh workfunction regime, would be able to oxidize bulk neutral H2O to O2. 
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Thus, p-doped conducting materials with workfunction beyond 5.3 eV may be 
thermodynamically susceptible to dedoping in ambient.   
 
4.1.2 Stability of new self-compensated p-doped polymer 
 
We have shown previously in Chapter 2 that self-compensation of the doped mobile 
hole charges are necessary for the stabilisation of the doping profile for the general 
application of ultrahigh workfunction p-doped OSCs in devices. While these ultrahigh 
workfunction self-compensated (sc) p-doped polymers such as p-doped poly[9,9-bis(3’-
sulfonatopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-methyl)phenyl-4,4’-diphenylamine] sodium 
salt (p-mTFF-F3SO3Na) (chemical structure in Figure 4.1a) have been demonstrated 
to be useful for a wide range of applications including OLED, OFET and solar cells, the 
ambient and thermal stability of sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na with covalently-bonded sulfonate 
anions is not as good as the non-sc p-doped poly(9-9-di-n-octylfluorene-alt-N,N-
diphenyl-3-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (p-mTFF) with SbF6– counter-anions (chemical 
structure in Figure 4.1a). We describe here new insights gained in the understanding of 










4.2.1 Doping methodology 
 
mTFF polymer was kindly provided by Cambridge Display Technology/Sumitomo 
Chemical Company and used without further purification. p-Doped mTFF was prepared 
through solution-state doping. mTFF was first dissolved in chloroform to make a 30 
mM solution. 1.1 eq of 30 mM NOSbF6 dissolved in acetonitrile was next added to the 
mTFF solution with constant mixing to give a deep red solution. Three times excess 
(volume of solution) of anhydrous diethylether was added to the p-doped solution to 
precipitate and remove away excess NOSbF6. The polymer was separated from the 
supernatant via centrifugation. Finally, p-doped mTFF solution was obtained by 
redissolving the solid in acetonitrile to make a 30 mM p-doped mTFF solution. p-Doped 
mTFF films were deposited by spin-casting onto the desired substrates.  
 
mTFF-F3SO3Na polymer was synthesized in-house following procedure described in 
Chapter 2. TFB-F3SO3Na polymer was synthesized in-house by Mazlan Nur Syafiqah 
and Mervin Ang. p-Doped mTFF-F3SO3Na or p-TFB-F3SO3Na was prepared via film-
state doping. 100-nm to 700-nm films of mTFF-F3SO3Na or TFB-F3SO3Na were spin-
cast from 30 mM mTFF-F3SO3Na or TFB-F3SO3Na dissolved in methanol onto the 
desired substrates. The films were annealed at 220 °C for 15 min in N2 environment 
prior to contacting with 2-6 mM NOSbF6 dissolved in acetonitrile. Self-compensated p-
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mTFF-F3SO3Na/p-TFB-F3SO3Na was obtained by washing with acetonitrile 3 times to 




FTIR spectroscopy was performed using Nicolet 8700 FTIR machine from 0−6000 
cm−1 at a resolution of 4 cm−1 and an average of 300 scans. Substrates were mounted 
in a sealed chamber fitted with KBr windows to ensure that measurements were 
conducted in N2 environment.  
 
UV-Vis was performed using Ocean Optics S1024DW Deep Well spectrometer with 
DH-2000 deuterium tungsten halogen light source. Measurements were taken with an 
integration time of 35 ms over an average of 100 scans from 350 – 960 nm.  
 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed with DISCOVERY TGA. Sample 1 
was equilibrated in a N2 glovebox overnight before a brief loading in air (< 5 min) and 
further equilibrated at 35 °C for 10 min in the TGA chamber before ramping up to 1000 
°C at 5 °C /min. Sample 2 was equilibrated in N2 glovebox overnight before a brief 
loading in air (< 5 min) and further equilibrated at 35 °C for 10 min in the TGA chamber 
before ramping up to 300 °C at 5 °C /min, cooled back to 30 °C at 5 °C /min and re-
run at the same condition after leaving in air for 1.5 h at room temperature. All heating 
and cooling scans are done in nitrogen.  
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4.2.3 Wet N2/ dry O2 stability test 
 
Sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na (360 nm) films were prepared on O2-plasma cleaned intrinsic 
silicon substrates. The substrates was placed onto a stable platform and transferred 
into a cylindrical glass tube from a N2 glovebag without exposure to air. The inlet of the 
tube was connected to the gas source for the test analyte with a gas-flow regulator and 
the outlet connected to a bubbler. Wet N2 (66% RH) was attained with the use of 
concentrated NaNO2 solution. The gas was allowed to flow at a rate of 1 L /min within 
5 min of sample loading for periods of 30 min, 1 h, 3 h, 15 h and 85 h. The samples 





4.3 Results and discussion 
 
4.3.1 Thermal stability of self-compensated p-mTFF-F3SO3Na against 
non-self-compensated p-mTFF 
 
The p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film was prepared by film-state doping of an undoped film with 
nitrosonium hexafluoroantimonate (NO+ SbF6–) while the p-mTFF film was spun from a 
doped solution of p-mTFF made by solution-state doping method. Both films were 
cleaned from excess dopants or dopant impurities. Figure 4.1b and c show the FTIR 
transmission spectra of sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na and non-sc p-mTFF films respectively. 
Both doped films have characteristic strong infrared active vibrational modes (IRAV)12-
16 between 1100 and 1600 cm–1 with the strongest peaks at 1150 cm–1 and 1560 cm–1. 
While the mobile hole charges in the case of sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na are counter-
balanced by the covalently-bonded sulfonate groups, those of the non-sc p-mTFF are 
counter-balanced by free SbF6– counter-anions from the dopant. This is confirmed by 
the absence of SbF6– asymmetric vibration mode at 660 cm–1 (< 1%) for the former 
case but not the latter. The doped films were subsequently annealed to higher 
temperature on a hotplate in a N2 glovebox. Upon annealing, the p-mTFF film show no 
significant change in the spectra at 80 °C but gradual decrease in both the IRAV band 
and SbF6– intensities from 120 °C. These changes have been identified to correspond 
to the dedoping of p-mTFF due to the thermal degradation of SbF6– counter-ions as 
seen from the gradual loss of 660 cm-1 peak intensity. The IRAV intensity does not 
scale linearly with the SbF6– and thus the doping level cannot be accurately determine 
from FTIR spectra. The dedoping of the polymer attributable to its counterion 
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degradation and the residual doping even at 180 °C suggest that p-doped 
triarylminium are intrinsically stable to above 180 °C. In fact, such triarylaminium 
cations have long been known to be stable,17 and triarylaminium-based polymers have 
been investigated for their electrochromic and high-spin ferromagnetic properties.18 
The sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film on the other hand starts to dedope even at 80 °C and 
the IRAV mode continues to drop in intensity with increasing temperature. The 
corresponding UV-visible-NIR (UV-Vis) transmission spectra of a thinner p-mTFF-
F3SO3Na film on glass are shown in Figure 4.1d. The spectra show clearly the 
systematic decrease of the characteristic polaron absorption feature expected of 
triarylaminium salts18 at 2.5 eV and the return of the -* absorption at 3.4 eV as the 





Figure 4.1 (a) Chemical structures of p-doped triarylaminium polymers used in this report. 
Fourier-transform infrared spectra of (b) p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film and (c) p-mTFF film. The 
doped films were annealed on a hotplate at 80 °C, 120 °C, 150 °C and 180 °C in a N2 
glovebox for 15 min each temperature step, offset for clarity. (d) UV-Vis transmission spectra 
of 100-nm-thick p-mTFF-F3SO3Na at different stages of dedoping accelerated by thermal 





















































































































4.3.2 Ambient stability of self-compensated p-doped systems against 
non-self-compensated p-mTFF 
 
The sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na films also show poorer ambient stability compared to the p-
mTFF films. The half-lives of the films in ambient (295 K, 66% RH) are determined 
from the normalized intensity of the polaron absorption at 2.5 eV which scales linearly 
with doping level. The 100-nm-thick p-mTFF counter-balanced by SbF6– exhibits a 
doped half-life of 240 h in ambient, while that of identical thickness but self-
compensated with sulfonate has a doped half-life of 10 h (Figure 4.2). The doped half-
life of the p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film and the p-mTFF film are further dependent on film 
thickness. The half-lives for both films are approximately 3 times longer for the 100-
nm-thick film compared to the 25-nm-thick films. The shorter doped half-life of the self-
compensated film is thus neither an intrinsic property of the doped polymer nor the 
possible impurities present in the film.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 De-doping in ambient (295 K, 66% RH) of p-mTFF-F3SO3Na (left), p-TFB-
F3SO3Na (centre) and p-mTFF (right). The doped half-life of 100-nm films (red) and 20-25 nm 
films (blue) are compared for the case of p-mTFF-F3SO3Na and p-mTFF. 
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We further eliminated workfunction effects by comparing the thermal stability of self-
compensated polymers with less electron-withdrawing substituent on the pendant ring 
to obtain doped triarylaminium polymer with lower workfunction but both with 
covalently-bonded sulfonate group. The workfunction of p-TFB-F3SO3Na (chemical 
structure in Figure 4.1a) film is 5.2 eV, much shallower than the workfunction of p-
mTFF-F3SO3Na and p-mTFF at 5.5-5.7 eV, and still within the thermodynamic 
threshold for oxidation of H2O/O2. The doped half-life of p-TFB-F3SO3Na is 15 h, 
which is close to the half-life of p-mTFF-F3SO3Na at 10 h, therefore the instability is 
not just an effect of workfunction crossing the thermodynamic threshold. While the 
workfunctions of the sc p-mTFF and non-sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na films are similar, both 
p-mTFF-F3SO3Na and p-TFB-F3SO3Na comprises covalently-bonded anionic groups, 
in this case sulfonate. The role of these ionic groups on the ambient and thermal 
stability of these doped triarylaminium polymers is not yet understood.  
 
4.3.3 Spectroscopic characterization of sulfonate state in mTFF-
F3SO3Na during doping-dedoping cycle 
 
To identify the doping-induced changes of mTFF-F3SO3Na, we acquired the FTIR 
spectra of 480-nm-thick mTFF-F3SO3Na film deposited from a methanol solution onto 
O2-plasma cleaned intrinsic Si wafers. The films were annealed at 220 °C for 10 min in 
the N2 glovebox before transferring into a N2 chamber with KBr windows for FTIR. The 
sharp molecular spectra of gas-phase H2O and CO2 present in the spectrometer were 
digitally removed for clarity. The film was subsequently removed from the chamber and 
brought back to the N2 glovebox for film-state doping, before reloading into the 
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chamber for the collection of the doped spectrum. The spectra of the polymer before 
(red) and after doping (orange) are shown in Figure 4.3.The difference spectrum 
obtained by spectrum of the undoped film was obtained and shown in bottom panel in 
orange. Distinct spectroscopic changes occurred in the film upon doping. Other than 
the appearance of the strong IRAV band as described earlier, there is an 
approximately 65% decrease in the peak intensities at 1050 cm–1 (s SO3–) and 1220 
cm–1 (as SO3–), together with the emergence of weaker peak at 900 cm–1 
corresponding to –SO2–OR. This suggests that despite the polymer having 2 
sulfonate groups per repeat unit and the expected doping level of between 0.5 – 1.0 h+ 
per repeat unit (r.u.) estimated by UV-Vis spectroscopy and X-ray photoemission 
spectroscopy (XPS) of reference films, there is a further depletion of the residual 
sulfonate by (0.9 – 0.3 per r.u.) to sulfonic acid or sulfonate ester. This is separately in 
agreement with XPS of the doped p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film which shows more than 1 eq 






Figure 4.3 FTIR spectra of 480-nm-thick mTFF-F3SO3Na at different stages of doping and 
self-compensation, offset for clarity. The sequential difference spectra are shown in bottom 
panel. 
 
The identification of the self-compensating SO3– and the other –SO2– vibration 
frequencies were masked by the much larger oscillator strength of the IRAV modes. 
Thus, to confirm the changes, the doped film was completely dedoped by thermal 
annealing to 180 °C for 15 min in N2. The dedoped spectrum is shown in green in 
Figure 4.3. The difference spectra taken against the pristine film (bottom, green) clearly 
identifies the weak s and as –SO2– peaks at 1170 cm–1 and 1370 cm–1 respectively 
and the growth in broad band intensity in the 2800–3400 cm–1 region corresponding to 
SO-H from sulfonic acid. The assignment of polymer vibration peaks are summarized 
















































Table 4.1 Assignment of FTIR peaks for pristine mTFF-F3SO3Na and p-mTFF-F3SO3Na 
Assignment/ Functional group Wavenumber /cm-1 
Aromatic bending 700-815 
Aromatic C=C stretching 1430-1530 
s(SO3) 1050 
as(SO3) 1220 
 (S-OH) 900 
s(SO2) 1170 
as(SO2) 1370 






We confirm the formation of sulfonic acid post-doping by a deliberate experiment to 
contact sodium hydroxide with the thermally-dedoped film. Figure 4.3 (blue) shows the 
thermally dedoped spectra treated by contacting the film with 1 mM sodium hydroxide 
in water for 10 s on a spin-chuck at room temperature before spin-off. The recovered 
spectrum was compared with the pristine film before doping. The difference spectrum 
(bottom, blue) confirms the return of peaks at 1050 cm–1 (s SO3–) and 1220 cm–1 (as 
SO3–) due to the return of sodium cations. The spectrum in the higher wavenumber 
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region shows the return of bulk water at 3200–3800 cm–1 when the polymer is in the 
sulfonate state. The condition of the reaction is sufficient for neutralisation to take place 
but much milder than that required for de-esterification.19 The difference spectrum 
further shows no change (<1%) in the polymer aromatic features between 700 to 820 
cm–1 and 1400 to 1550 cm–1 or desulfonation or sulfonate nucleophilic attack during 
this doping-dedoping-neutralisation cycle.  
 
4.3.4 Hygroscopic nature of mTFF-F3SO3Na 
 
The sulfonic acid formation is likely due to dopant impurities or residual water in the 
polymer and/or solvent which generated H+ either during the film-state doping process 
or the instantaneous dedoping of the doped polymer post-doping. Figure 4.4a shows 
the FTIR spectra of a 720-nm-thick undoped mTFF-F3SO3Na film as-spun and after 
annealing to 220 °C 15 min in the N2 glovebox. The spectra show this pre-annealing 
step removes water but not completely. Broad absorption band at 3200–3800 cm–1 
corresponding to bulk water clusters were observed both before and after annealing.20-
22 We estimated the sorbed H2O concentration in the film to be 3.6 × 1020 cm-3 based 
on the integrated OH absorption intensities normalized to film thickness. This 
corresponds to 0.4 mol/ r.u. of water, using an integrated absorption cross-section over 
3200–3800 cm–1 of 5.1 x 10–17 cm per molecule, as in liquid water.23 The amount 
decrease by half to 0.2 mol/ r.u. of water per repeat unit after annealing to 220 °C for 
15 min in a N2 glovebox. The difference spectrum shows other loss of peaks 
particularly at 1800, 1180, 1107 and 1046 cm–1 due to propylene carbonate 





Figure 4.4 (a) FTIR spectra of undoped mTFF-F3SO3Na film before (red) and after (green) 
annealing to 220 °C for 10 min in a N2 glovebox. Difference spectra obtained by subtracting 
the pre-annealed film is shown in blue, offset for clarity. (b) TGA plot for 2 different samples of 
mTFF-F3SO3Na. Sample 1 (red) has only a heating scan from room temperature to 1000 °C 
(data only shown to 300 °C) while sample 2 (green) has 2 heat-cool cycles (H1, C1 and H2, 
C2; direction of scan marked with arrows) from room temperature to 300 °C and repeated a 
second time with the same scan conditions after 1.5 h in air. Data for Sample 2 is from Cindy 
Tang. 
 
Figure 4.4b shows the thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) of mTFF-F3SO3Na. Although 
the solid polymer was equilibrated in a N2 glovebox (pO2; pH2O <1 ppm) overnight and 
only briefly exposure to air (< 5 min) during sample loading, mass loss starts 
immediately when sample is loaded and purged with N2 in the TGA chamber. The data 
in red shows clearly water desorption from the solid sample in the first 10 min of N2 
equilibration at 35 °C. Further drop in mass is observed upon heating to 100 °C. When 
water molecules coexist with samples without any intermolecular interaction in the form 
of weakly sorbed freezing water, mass loss terminates at temperature lower than 100 
°C.24,25 This weakly sorbed water is present at approximately 3.3 mol/r.u and is highly 
variable between samples. This suggests that despite equilibrating the sample in N2 








































significant amount of water re-absorbed by the sample. A second drop in mass 
happens from 150–230 °C. The change is associated with the water tightly bound to 
the polymers or the non-freezing water expected to be completely removed by 470 K in 
most systems.26,27 The amount of non-freezing water fraction corresponds to 1.6 
mol/r.u. in this sample. Another sample (sample 2, green) of the mTFF-F3SO3Na 
polymer also showed the same trend during the first heating cycle (H1) to 300 °C. The 
two types of water present amounts to 5.0 mol / r.u. and 2.0 mol/ r.u. respectively. At 
300 °C, the sample was allowed to cool in the N2 flushed chamber. During the cooling 
cycle (C1), there is an observable increase in water even in N2 starting from 70 °C. 
This suggests that even in low water condition, the sample is still equilibrating itself 
with water. Sample 2 was further allowed to sit in air (22 °C; 60% RH) for 1.5 h before 
reloading into the TGA chamber for the second heating and cooling cycle. The H2 
heating cycle shows the freezing water is again present and removable by purging in 
N2, accelerated by heating. The non-freezing water observed in H1 scan however does 
not return to the sample. The sorption of water in the cooling cycle (C2) again 
happens. This suggests that the mTFF-F3SO3Na polymer is sufficiently hygroscopic to 
sorb water even in a N2 environment. Thus, the pristine undoped film at room 
temperature cannot be completely dehydrated. This is in agreement with the residual 
water observed post-annealing in the FTIR spectrum in Figure 4.4a, albeit to much 






4.3.5 Thermal stability of induced-sulfonate-state p-mTFF-F3SO3Na 
 
While the pristine film cannot be completely dehydrated, doping removes the residual 
bulk water completely. This is evident from the loss of broad band at 3200–3800 cm–1 
post-doping (Figure 4.5a, right, orange). In the presence of water, the sulfonic acid 
group is hydrated and exists as –SO3– H3O+. When it comes in contact with a dry 
atmosphere at room temperature however, the film becomes dehydrated so the 
sulfonic acid groups are non-ionised (i.e, -S(–O)2OH), as evidenced by our FTIR 
measurements. This is not an outcome of ion exchange of the sodium cation with the 
reactive cationic dopant that subsequently became H+, nor is it a result of the sulfonate 
groups picking up H+ from the dopant impurities. This is confirmed in a deliberate 
experiment by contacting a polystyrene sulfonate sodium film with the dopants in the 
same way as how the films are typically doped. The FTIR spectrum before and after 
the contact shows little or no change in the sulfonate peaks with < 5% new 





Figure 4.5 (a) FTIR spectra of a 220-nm-thick mTFF-F3SO3Na film doped with nitrosonium 
hexafluoroantimonate and subsequently self-compensated and neutralized by contacting the 
doped film with calcium triflate, offset for clarity. The sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film was 
subsequently annealed in a N2 glovebox. (b) UV-Vis transmission spectra of 110-nm-thick p-
mTFF-F3SO3Na treated with calcium triflate at different stages of dedoping accelerated by 
thermal annealing of the doped film on a hotplate in N2 glovebox. 
 
This sulfonic acid state in the doped film can be reverted back to sulfonate by 
contacting the doped p-mTFF-F3SO3Na film with 50 mM calcium triflate in 1:1 
propylene carbonate: acetonitrile mixture for 30 s on the spin-chuck before spin-wash 
to generate a mixed H3O+: Ca2+ state at the expense of re-introducing bulk water into 
the doped film, presumably due to the water of hydration associated to the metal 























































4.5a (green) shows sulfonic acid disappearance (loss of intensity at 900 cm-1 (–SO2–
OH)) and re-emergence of sulfonate frequencies (gain in intensities at 1035 cm-1 and 
1251 cm-1 (s and as –SO3–)), slightly shifted due to change in cations, while removing 
free SbF6– anions with no significant change in doping level as confirmed separately 
also by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 4.5b). The bulk water introduced can be removed 
by annealing to above 80 °C, in agreement with TGA for the polymer in the sodium salt 
form. The H3O+ peak at 2600-3200 cm–1 also decreases with increasing temperature 
with obvious emergence of –SO–H at 2800–3400 cm–1 in the completely dedoped 
state at 210 °C. The thermal stability of both the doped p-mTFF-F3SO3Na with excess 
acid groups as shown in Figure 4.1b and that with excess sulfonate groups (Figure 4.5) 
however showed no significant difference. We deduce that water content or H3O+ in 
the p-doped film is the one of the main causes for de-doping of p-mTFF-F3SO3Na. 
 
4.3.6 Effect of water and oxygen on self-compensated p-mTFF-F3SO3Na 
 
To confirm the role of water for the inferior thermal and ambient stability and to 
distinguish between the effect of O2 and H2O, we measured the response of the doped 
film to dry O2 (pH2O < 5 ppm) and wet N2 (pO2 < 1 ppm; RH = 66%, set by saturated 
sodium nitrite solution). The FTIR spectra are shown in Figure 4.6. The schematic of 
the experiment described in Section 4.2.3 is shown in Figure 4.6a. The p-mTFF-
F3SO3Na films prepared onto clean silicon wafers and transferred into a sealed glass 
chamber with a stopcock at each ends. The chamber was purged with either dry O2 or 




Figure 4.6b shows the FTIR spectra of sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na exposed to wet N2 at 
different time intervals. When sc p-mTFF-F3SO3Na was exposed to wet N2, we 
observe a gradual dedoping as seen from the drop in IRAV band intensity especially 
clear from the peak at 1560 cm–1. There is also a gradual systematic drop in –SO2–
OH peak at 900 cm–1 with onset at 15 h. s and as –SO2– signals are embedded 
within the IRAV bands hence not clearly observable even from difference spectra. New 
s and as –SO3– peaks were observed at 1037 cm–1 and 1212 cm–1 confirming the 
change from –SO2–OH to –SO3– state. At the high wavenumber region, we observe 
loss of –SO–H upon extended exposure to wet N2. This was coupled with the 
appearance of a new broad band at 2600–3200 cm–1. When –SO2–OH is exposed to 
high amounts of water, the dissociation of H+ occurs resulting in the formation of H3O+. 
From TGA, we expect that pristine mTFF-F3SO3Na will be absorbing freezing when 
expose to low humidity N2. However, when p-mTFF-F3SO3Na was exposed to wet N2, 
we did not observe an increase in H2O peak at 3200–3800 cm–1. The gradual dedoping 
observed instead suggests that water is the direct cause for dedoping. Over extended 
duration of exposures to wet N2, at relatively low doping levels, the high wavenumber 
region shows H3O+ is able to co-exist with p-mTFF-F3SO3Na at an equilibrium state, 





Figure 4.6 (a) Schematic of the setup used for the evaluation of the stability of p-mTFF-
F3SO3Na to the dry O2 (pH2O < 5 ppm) and wet N2 (pO2 < 1 ppm, 66% RH). (b) FTIR spectra 
(top) obtained at different stages for the wet N2 experiment. The difference spectra (bottom) 
obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the sc doped film. The thickness of the film is 
approximately 360-nm. (c) FTIR spectra (top) obtained at different stages for the dry O2 
experiment. The difference spectra (bottom) obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the as-
doped film before self-compensation. The thickness of the film is approximately 360-nm. 
 
As observed also in other samples, the as-doped film (Figure 4.6c, red) shows the 
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generate non-ionised sulfonic acid groups (i.e, -S(–O)2OH) with accompanied 
dedoping of the film as observed from the decrease in IRAV band intensity (orange). 
Further dedoping can be observed by passing dry oxygen over the film for 30 min with 
a corresponding growth of –SO–H. After 3 h of purging, there is a near complete loss 
of the –SO–H peak and a slight re-emergence of an equilibrium amount of H3O+ in the 
film which became more obvious at 15 h even in relatively dry stream of O2 flow with 
only a few ppm H2O condition. This equilibrium hydrated state however does not cause 
noticeable change in the IRAV band intensity.  
 
It is thus evident that the doped polymer in the partial sulfonic acid form is also 
hydroscopic in nature. The presence of moisture in the environment promotes uptake 
of water in the doped polymer due to the ionisation of the sulfonic acid groups. This is 
the main cause of dedoping in our model sc p-doped systems based on triarylamine-
fluorene with covalently bonded sulfonate groups. These results here also suggest that 
the doped films are stable indefinitely in the absence of moisture and other oxidizable 







In summary, this work reports a dedoping pathway in doped triarylaminium 
polyelectrolyte films, with covalently-bonded sulfonate groups, when exposed to 
ambient air. Water plays a key role in this mechanism. Therefore the elimination and 
exclusion of sorbed H2O is central to the doping stability. The reason for instability has 
been traced to its sulfonate group. These sulfonate groups of the self-compensated 
doped triarylaminium polyelectrolyte have high affinity for protons which subsequently 
increase the hydrophilicity of the doped film. A conjugated polyelectrolyte with less 
basic anions and hydrophobic side chains is important to decrease the affinity for 
protons and avoid water in the doped film to improve overall stability of p-doped films 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Outlook 
 
The scientific insights in this thesis opens up a direction in the development of stable 
charge injection layers for organic semiconductor devices. Through counter-ion 
immobilisation, we show that it is possible to impart doping profile stability in doped 
polymers allowing for development of universal charge injection layer without the 
complications of thermodynamic charge transfer faced by other fugitive doped 
polymers with mobile counter-ions. In addition, through self-compensation, we 
demonstrate the possibility of developing ultrahigh and ultralow workfunction doped 
polymers having a workfunction range of 3.5 to 5.5 eV with sufficient stability for 
practical solution processing into common heterostructure devices. Ohmic injection of 
both holes and electrons by these p- and n-doped polymers into highly demand 
polyfluorene, a model for blue polymer, has been attained. Moving forward, I show the 
critical parameter of polymer hygroscopicity for future polymer design considerations. 
Through direct spectroscopic methods, we confirm the detrimental effect of water 
through water-induced dedoping of heavily p-doped polymers. As such it is important 
to consider non-hygroscopic ions as the incumbent counter-ions for self-compensated 
doped polymers. However, in general, through this approach, new classes of stable 
doped semiconductor with ultra workfunctions can be realized to achieve ohmic 
contacts into current and future generations of semiconductors at will, thus, producing 




Appendix for Chapter 2 
  












































































































































































































































































Figure S2.3 19F NMR for N,N-diphenyl-3-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (mTPA) 
 
 































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S2.8 1H NMR for Poly[9,9-bis(3’-sulfonatopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-
























































































































































































































































Figure S2.10 S2p, C1s, N1s and F1s core-level XPS spectra of powdered mTFF-
F3SO3H(post-polymerization functionalization) on conductive carbon tape. A 4eV 
charging is observed and consistent through all the core level spectra. (Expected 





























































Figure S2.11 Reaction mechanism for disulfide bond formation during oxidation with 




Figure S2.12 (a) JV curves of hole-only diodes with PFOP (70-nm) as the OSC, 



















































Appendix for Chapter 3. 
 
 Figure S3.1 Schematics for different ion-exchange methodology to produce mTFF-
F3PO3/mTFF-F3SO3 with different spectator-ions. (a) Dialysis of polymer solution 
together with excess salt solution with a 10k cut-off cellulose membrane in fresh 
THF:MeOH solvent mixture. (b) Use of pre-conditioned ion-exchange resin, amberlyst 
15. Excess pre-conditioned resins are added to polymer solution for ion-exchange. (c) 





To a targeted 10 mg/mL polymer solution (mTFF-F3PO(OH)2 or mTFF-F3SO3Na), 
excess salt solution, such as lithium acetate, cesium acetate, tetramethylammonium 
mTFF-F3PO3H
/mTFF-F3SO3Na





























acetate, tetraethylammonium acetate (2.5 eq and 1.5 eq respectively) was added. The 
mixture was transferred to a pre-wetted cellulose tubing with 12000 cutoff. The 
cellulose tubing was allowed to undergo ion exchange with constant stirring for four 4h 
cycles, each cycle containing fresh 1 to 1 THF:MeOH solvent mixture. After four 
cycles, the polymer solution was retrieved with a glass dropper and ready for use. 
 
B) Ion-exchange resin 
Amberlyst 15 (Sigma) ion exchange resin was first washed with millipore water until the 
water registers pH 7. Next, the resins were transferred into a glass vial and 10 eq of 
desired salt solution dissolved in water was added to the resins. The resins were 
allowed to exchange with the salt solution on a roller mixer for 4 h. After 4 h, the salt 
solution was decanted away. The resins were subsequently washed with millipore 
water for 2 times to remove excess salt solution and targeted solvent system for 3 
times to give a pre-conditioned ion exchange resin. After that, to a vial containing 
10mg/ml polymer solution, 10 eq of pre-conditioned resins were added. The solution 
was allowed to undergo ion-exchange on a roller mixer for 4 h. After 4 h, the resin were 
removed by filtering. Subsequently, the polymer was precipitated with hexane and 
retrieve vial centrifugation. Finally the ion-exchange polymer was dried under reduced 
pressure. 
 
C) Contact exchange 
A polymer film of desired thickness (up to 50 nm) was spin coated onto a oxygen 
plasma cleaned substrate (silicon, glass or ITO). Next a solution of desired salt as 
143 
 
mentioned above dissolved in water to make 100mM was used to contact the film and 
allowed to stand for 30 s before spinning off. Finally, water was used to wash the film 
to remove any residual salt on the surface of the film to obtain a clean ion-exchanged 
polymer film for use. 
 
 






















































































































































































Figure S3.3 1H NMR for 2,2'-(9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyl)bis(4,4,5,5-
tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane) (F3Br-diBoroester)  
 
 
Figure S3.4 1H NMR for Poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-9',9'-di-n-
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Table S3.1 Summary of elemental ratio of F8-F3NMe3Br from XPS. Relative 
intensities (accounting for scans and atomic sensitivity factor) of each element were 
normalised with respect to N1s.  
Element  Expermential ratio  Expected ratio  
N1s  2.00  2  
Br3d  1.94  2 
C1s  54.14  54  
 
 
Figure S3.7 XPS Characterization for BT-F3NMe3Br  
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Table S3.2 Summary of elemental ratio of BT-F3NMe3Br from XPS. Relative 
intensities (accounting for scans and atomic sensitivity factor) of each element were 
normalised with respect to N1s.  
Element  Expermential ratio  Expected ratio  
N1s (Polymer)  2.00  2  
N1s (ammonium)  1.91  2 
S2p  0.94  1 
Br3d  2.15 2 
C1s  35.60  33  
 
 




















Figure S3.9 1H NMR for Poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-
methyl)phenyl-4,4’-diphenylamine] (mTFF-F3Br) with 50% elimination of HBr. Red 
circle: Propylene peaks  
 
 
Figure S3.10 1H NMR for Poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-N-(m-trifluoro-
methyl)phenyl-4,4’-diphenylamine] (mTFF-F3Br) with 20% elimination of HBr. Red 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S3.11 1H NMR for Poly [9,9-bis(3-bromopropyl)fluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole] 
(BT-F3Br) at 4h into reaction.  
 
 
Figure S3.12 Solution absorption spectra of (a) 5 mM NaNp (red) and 2.5 mM NaNp 
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